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Introduction  

Il Rapporto 2015 sull’Imprenditoria del Progetto traccia un quadro dell’offerta aggiornato ai dati (di 

bilancio) 2014. Per dimensioni dominano le società di ingegneria, a cui si accostano quelle di 

committenza delegata (tipicamente all’interno del sistema pubblico), ma per creatività e vitalità si 

segnalano le società di architettura (e di design). Se i numeri sono ancora limitati il ritorno alla nozione 

di “centralità del progetto”, come l’impostazione del nuovo codice dei contratti (pubblici) fa presagire, 

potrebbe portare novità. Questo per quanto riguarda l’asfittico mercato nazionale, nel quale gli enti 

pubblici sono attesi progettare meno per concentrarsi sui ruoli loro propri della programmazione e del 

controllo (rispettivamente a monte e a valle della progettazione), mentre all’estero si assiste a un 

crescente movimento di insediamenti e /o alleanze. Guidato dalle società di ingegneria ma nel quale 

quelle di architettura (e design) si stanno ritagliando uno spazio sempre più sinergico con il “made in 

Italy”. 

 
The new edition of the Report  2015 on the Italian Architecture and Engineering Industry studies a 
sector that is increasingly characterized by a growing projection toward promising international 
markets. While the domestic market is largely insufficient and of scarce qualitative appeal for design 
firms and the European market remains fragmented Italian firms are obliged to cope with world 
competitors of much bigger size. According to economists and to leading institutions (such as the 
European Central Bank or the World Bank) the main reason why countries like the Peninsula have not 
yet achieved full recovery from a crisis which started in 2008, is the shrinkage of fixed capital 
investments, particularly in construction and infrastructure. Many years of an insufficient domestic 
demand can only weaken the Italian industry obliging it to more efforts (and more ingenuity) in order 
to survive - and possibly strive.    
Unlike previous editions (where the domestic market had more emphasis), this Report describes the 
export market as a “competitive arena” with which Italian design firms have to cope with. This affects 
qualitative (and not only quantitative) considerations that are put forward in the chapters composing 
the Report. Completed by updated data on both demand and supply.   
The aim is to give an updated picture of where, how and why Italian design firms internationalize. The 
data collected from a sample of companies are useful not only for those that have already gone abroad 
but also for those that are studying their strategies.   
The structure of the Report is the following:.  
Chapter 1 analyzes the dynamics and current market trends from a macro-economic perspective. It 
hence focuses on gross fixed capital investments (by emphasizing especially investments in 
construction and infrastructure) which can be considered a reliable and trustworthy proxy to depict 
past, present and future trends of the demand for design services.  
Chapter 2 focuses on the demand and supply for design services in Italy by highlighting the 
competitive gap with international design champions drawing on annual rankings published 
internationally (i.e. the Sector Review by STD (Svenska Teknik & Designföretagen) and the annual 
rank of ENR – Engineering News Record). It also focuses on the structural features of the Italian public 
demand by drawing on data published yearly by CNI (the National Council of Engineers).. 
Chapter 3 presents the main economic, financial and other company specific data of the first 100 
Italian engineering firms, the first 100 architectural firms, the first 25 public procurement engineering 
firms, and  the top 5 project validation firms (ordered by 2014 revenues). With the relevant comments, 
trends and forecasts.   
Chapter 4, summarizes the main empirical findings drawn in a research conducted by Opri/ELab with 
the support of Oice (the Italian Engineering and Architecture Firms Association). The aim of the 
research conducted is primarily to show where and how Italian design firms internationalize their 
operations by giving emphasis to international strategies pursued and to common strategic patterns 
within similar groups of firms. Data are collected from a non-probabilistic sample of 83 companies.  
 



 

Published (and sent to some 25,000 subscribers) with issue n. 46 of the weekly magazine Edilizia e 
Territorio (Il Sole/24 Ore) this report is edited by Aldo Norsa (professor at the Venice University Iuav) 
and Giuseppe Pedeliento (research fellow and adjunct professor at the University of Bergamo).  Data 
regarding the scenario and the strategies are collected and elaborated by Opri, the research center of 
the Entrepreneurial Laboratory (ELab), Department of Management, Economics and Quantitative 
Methods,  University of Bergamo. Data on the supply side (especially the top design firms’ lists) based 
on 2014 balance sheets are collected and elaborated by the research firm Guamari (namely by Stefano 
Vecchiarino). 
 
This report is made possible by the financial support of the following 50 firms (in alphabetical order): 
 

3Ti Progetti     Italconsult  
Abdr / Oikos  Italferr   
Ambiente  Italsocotec 
Ariatta   Libeskind / Oikos 
Artelia Italia   Lombardini22 
Intertecno  Mwh Global 
Autodesk   Nimbus 
Bentley     No Gap Controls 
Bms Progetti     One Works 
Conteco Check    Open Project 
Cooprogetti     Politecnica 
Cqop Soa     Prometeo Engineering 
Crew      Protos Soa 
Dba Progetti     Redesco Progetti 
Ecsd      Sd Partners 
eFM      Simone Micheli / Oikos  
F&M Ingegneria    Sina Sineco 
Fortebìs Group    Sipal 
Garretti Associati    Spea Ingegneria 
General Planning    Starching 
Gpa Ingegneria    Sts Servizi Tecnologie Sistemi 
Gruppo Arcotecnica    Team Engineering 
Hydea      TeamSystem 
Honeywell     Tecnimont Civil Construction 
Ird Engineering     Tekne  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Geographical distribution of top 25 public procurement engineering firms (2014 revenues) 

Source: Guamari based on companies’ balance sheets 

 

Geographical distribution of top 100 engineering firms (2014 revenues) 

 Source: Guamari based on companies’ balance sheets 

 

Geographical distribution of top 100 architecture firms (2014 revenues) 

 Source: Guamari based on companies’ balance sheets 
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Chapter 1 

THE GLOBAL SCENARIO FOR DESIGN SERVICES: A 
FOCUS ON FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENTS  
 
 
Nel 2015 finalmente l’economia italiana ricomincia a crescere (dell’1%), trainata dalle esportazioni ,ma 
anche, finalmente, da un minimo di ripresa dei consumi (e degli investimenti) sul fronte domestico. Questo 
in un’economia globale che sta sfatando non pochi miti, a cominciare dallo sviluppo dei Brics (Brasile, 
Russia, India, Cina, Sudafrica) per non dimenticare anche le difficoltà in cui improvvisamente si imbatte un 
campione dell’esportazione come la Germania. Ma per una volta, forse, “piccolo è – davvero – bello”: la 
facilità con cui la maggior parte dell’imprenditoria del progetto sa riposizionarsi permette di andar là dove 
vi sono le vere opportunità senza restar invischiati con troppi investimenti in mercati non più promettenti. 
Provenire da un Paese dove gli investimenti in servizi di ingegneria e architettura si sono ridotti al lumicino 
(16 miliardi nel 2014, un terzo meno che nel 2008) significa non avere alternative all’esplorare altri lidi.     
 
Abstract 
In the last six years economic activity in the European Union (EU) has been weak. EU gross domestic 
product (GDP) fell 5.8% between 2008 and 2009, and has grown only 4.8% in the following five years. 
This rate of growth is in stark contrast with the average annual EU growth rate of 2.4% over the 15 
preceding years.  is. 
Yet, gross fixed capital investments went on a steep decline over the period at an average rate of 2% per 
year. Due to these divergent dynamics of investments and GDP, the ratio of gross fixed capital investments 
to GDP, has fallen and is currently well below its long-term average. To suffer the most are the 
investments in construction, of interest for the  firms supplying engineering and architectural services. 
In the latter case the volume of overall design services acquired and sold in 2014 in the EU-28 totalizes 
270 billion euros (26 in Italy) while the specific market for engineering and architectural services in 2014 
amounts to about 162 billion (16 in Italy). The necessity to explore the wider world market is 
demonstrated by these few data.   
 
 
1. A focus on Gross Fixed Capital Investments 
The main macro-economic indicator relevant to figure out the competitive scenario and the demand 
for design services, is the overall amount of gross fixed capital investments. Also labeled as fixed 
capital assets (or gross fixed capital formation) it refers to the net increase in physical assets 
(investment minus disposals) within a given period of time (generally a year). It does not account for 
the consumption (depreciation) of fixed capital, and also does not include land purchases.  
Gross fixed capital investments consist of six asset types: dwellings, non-residential buildings and 
infrastructures, transport equipment, machineries and equipment and intangible assets. These assets 
are generally credited to be the most important indicators of a country’s longer-term economic 
growth, due to the impact they have on innovation capabilities, productiveness, employment, and 
eventually welfare and life conditions. Besides, and for the sake of this Report, fixed capital 
investments are highly correlated with the potential and actual demand of design services. 
Investments in capital assets in fact, account for the formation of new durable products and goods and 
have always a design component. Which can be big or small depending on the type of capital asset but 
is presumed to be present in every occasion in which a new capital asset is formed (regardless of its 
nature).   
The incidence of gross fixed capital investments in the gross domestic product (GDP) is generally 
about 20 percentage points in developed countries (as is the case of EU) and can reach higher figures 
in developing countries. Where economic growth is often largely linked to local as well as foreign 
direct investments in productive facilities, industrial plants and infrastructures needed to do business 
in those countries. All capital assets that are accounted in this financial aggregate. 
 



 

 

 



 

A main consequence of the 2008-2009 global recession is the downturn of gross fixed capital 
investments (from which the different countries have recovered at different paces).  
As far as Europe is concerned in the last six years this important aggregate of the gross domestic 
product (GDP) declined substantially in most European countries (no matter if they belong to the euro 
area or not). In the time period from 2005 to 2014 the average ratio between gross fixed capital 
investments and GDP in the EU was the lowest since 2005 (see figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1 – The Ratio Between Gross Fixed Capital Investments and GDP in Europe (2005-2014) 

 
Source – OPRI based on EUROSTAT data (in percentage). 

 
Some of the European economies saw decline in capital investments in excess of 20 per cent just in the 
period from the beginning of 2008 to the end of 2009.  
Others are still fighting against the aftermaths of an economic downturn that is perhaps even worse 
than that of 1929. After a brief period of stabilization and weak growth right after the peak of the 
recession, EU’s gross fixed capital investments started to fall again in 2011 and the European economy 
plunged into a second recession. The decline continued until 2013, by which time gross fixed 
investment had fallen by about 6.5% compared to 2011 and 17.5% compared to the average level until 
2008. Since the beginning of 2013 gross fixed capital investment has grown by about 2.5% slightly 
approaching recovery.   
 
US and Japanese experiences during this period have been very different from those of the EU. While 
investment dynamics in the US and EU were similar in 2008 and 2009, from 2010 onwards US gross 
fixed capital investments has risen almost without a pause and had surpassed its 2008 level yet by the 
end of 2013. In the US, the successful intervention of the Federal Reserve (FED) who massively 
intervened easing liquidity especially to stimulate investments in capital assets (about seven years 
before the quantitative ease established by the European Central Bank, perhaps too late) produced 
immediate returns and allowed the US to recover quicker than other countries. 
Japanese gross fixed capital investments had grater fluctuations over the same period, declined by the 
end of 2013, but now are slowly going toward recovery (see figure 2).  
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Figure 2 – A Cross-Country Comparison of Gross Fixed Capital Investments (2005-2013) 

 
Source – OPRI based on EUROSTAT and World Bank data (in current values). 

 
Within the EU, cross-countries performances have not been uniform. Gross fixed capital investments 
in core countries, i.e. those that are financially more stable than others and have been less affected by 
the financial downturn (such as Germany, Sweden, or the UK) fell less than the EU average during the 
second recession (-4.7%) and has grown more since the beginning of 2013 (+3.9%). In 2014 in fact, 
the amount of gross fixed capital investments for this group of countries, reached the highest peak in a 
time series that begins in 2005 (in current values). Thus, in terms of capital investments, core 
countries not only reached full recovery, but are even growing more than they did in the recent past.     
In less developed EU’s countries instead, i.e. Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia (named “cohesion countries” by the World Bank as 
they benefit of cohesion funds aimed at reducing economic disparities across Europe), gross fixed 
capital investments have followed a path broadly similar to that of the most advanced European 
countries. They shrank just in between the beginning of the financial crisis in 2008 to rapidly recover 
already in 2009, and grow from 2009 onwards. In 2010 and 2011, investment in these countries 
increased, offsetting the 19% decline they experienced in 2009. The subsequent recession in the Euro 
Area that started at the end of 2011 pushed it back down again, but from 2013 onward, gross fixed 
capital investments in these countries has increased by more than 5%.  
The financial crisis was particularly fierce on seven countries: Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 
Slovenia and Spain. These were called vulnerable member States, as they were more significantly 
affected by the economic downturn and, afterward, they are still striving to find the way to recovery.  
Fixed investment in these countries plummeted in 2009 and continued to fall until early 2013, when it 
stabilized at about two-thirds of the 2008 average level. The only notable exception is Ireland (where a 
generous fiscal policy is attracting a lot of investors) that in between 2013 and 2014 increased capital 
investments by 13.3% (the highest growth across the 18 countries of the euro area).  
Thus, considering that many European countries have had different reaction to recent financial hearth 
quakes and that have had different times to recovery (in many cases yet to be achieved), there is no 
wonder that growth of gross investment in the EU has been much weaker than US or, as an example,  
Japan. As a result, the rate of increase of gross fixed capital investment in the EU was about half that in 
the US, and less than half that in Japan.  
Economists commented these after-recession performances of the EU, US and Japan, to be determined 
by the different composition of capital investments. The more capital market-based systems worked 
better in channeling funding into infrastructure in times of crisis, than the other systems (vulnerable 
countries at first), where the risk of a financial collapse results in  capital investments’ shrinkage. Thus, 
they found that the more Governments and private investors channel financial funds into 
infrastructures and construction, the more the economic system recovers and limits the risks of a 
further recession. 
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Across asset types in the US gross fixed capital investments are more balanced than in the EU and 
Japan. About half of the increase in gross fixed capital investment in the US is due to investment in new 
construction and almost as much in machinery and equipment. In the EU the contribution of 
machinery and equipment is more than two-third whereas in Japan it exceeds 90%. 
The lack of balance in investment growth across asset types is largely explained by developments in 
the most vulnerable EU States, and to a lesser extent, in less developed countries (primarily eastern 
European). 
The size of the contributions of the different fixed assets in the most advanced European countries is 
very similar to the US, with construction and machineries investments imbalanced. In other countries 
– typically those that are more vulnerable to financial hysteria - construction investments have made a 
substantial negative contribution that cannot be fully offset by the positive contribution of investment 
in machinery and equipment.  
Thus, where construction and machineries are imbalanced, gross fixed capital investments are more 
vulnerable. This can be explained as follows: the capital goods necessitating  years to be built and 
delivered, they are anticyclical if compared to equipment manufacturing, assembled goods that are 
more vulnerable to financial turmoil and  in investors’ trust.       
Among the list of vulnerable member States, investment developments have been weakest in Italy, 
with gross fixed capital investments falling by 3.6% from the end of 2013 to the end of 2014 (in 
current values).  
In the euro area, the only country with a worse performance is little Cyprus. Besides the 
aforementioned Ireland top performers in terms of gross fixed capital investments growth rate from 
2013 to 2014 are: Luxembourg (+9.7%), Belgium (+6.9%), Slovakia (+5.3%) and Germany (+4.7%).  
A benchmark among the biggest countries belonging to the euro area, i.e. France, Germany, Italy and 
Spain, shows that in addition to Germany also Spain have increased the consistency of its gross fixed 
capital investments (+2.9% from 2013 to 2014), while France – like Italy – shrank (-1.2%) (see figure 
3 and 4).   
 
Figure 3–Gross Fixed Capital Investments (2013-2014) in the euro area 

 

Source – OPRI based on EUROSTAT data (in current values). 
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Figure 4–Gross Fixed Capital Investments (2013-2014). A comparison between major countries of 
euro area 

 
 

Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in current values) 

 
As stated before, analyzing Governments’ financial statements, it seems that the countries that were 
able to maintain infrastructure investments at a high level were more immune to financial turmoil 
while those that cut these investments scared by the negative consequences that the crisis was 
determining on the country’s financial stability are still fighting against the aftermaths of the 
recession.  
 
 
2. Infrastructure and Other Construction Investments 
Infrastructure is an important sub-class of fixed capital assets due to the network and spillover effects 
associated with long-term economic growth. Being both labor and capital intensive and also highly 
knowledge intensive, especially at the beginning of their life cycle, when they are designed, 
infrastructure investments are widely considered the backbone of a country’s economic growth.    
These Investments deserve a particular attention for many reasons.  
First, because the supply chain of the construction industry is  long. There are often hundreds of firms 
that take part to the design, completion and delivery of a project with a significant impact on the 
economy as a whole. In addition it is of strategic importance to sustain and to reduce the 
unemployment rate as this industry generates demand for skilled and semi-skilled labor force.  
Second, because the construction industry plays a key role in satisfying a wide range of physical, 
economic, and social needs and contributes to the fulfillment of major national goals. As a matter of 
fact in today macroeconomic scenario, investments in infrastructures are frequently evoked as the 
most effective leverage for the economic upturn.    
Neither Eurostat nor national statistics report infrastructures separated by buildings, dwellings and 
facilities. However, with the help of other sources, it can be estimated that the incidence of 
infrastructure on total construction investments is about 20-25%. Of this the share of four different 
institutional sectors in infrastructure investment can be computed. Namely investment by public 
bodies, e.g. central State, Regions and Municipalities, by the corporate sector, public-private 
partnerships. 
Historically, government accounts for 40% of total infrastructure investments, finance by the 
corporate sector accounts for 50% and the remaining 10% is distributed between project financing 
and ppp initiatives.  
Over the past ten years infrastructure investment in the EU has broadly followed developments in 
other fixed investment, although fluctuations have been somewhat more attenuated.  
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The initial decline during the recession in 2008-2009 was entirely driven by the decline in private 
infrastructure investment. In contrast, public infrastructure investment increased slightly immediately 
after the financial crisis, mostly as a consequence of the European Economic Recovery Plan. This 
changed with the onset of debt crisis in 2011 and 2012. Fiscal consolidation led to an overall decline in 
government spending on infrastructure – thereby reinforcing the general downward trend in 
infrastructure investment. Thus the overall amount turned out to be below its 2008 level and 
continued declining in both in 2013 and in 2014.  
Infrastructure investment fell not only in absolute terms but also relative to GDP across the EU: the 
largest declines were in the cohesion and in the most vulnerable countries.   
Within industrial sectors, transport saw the largest decline: -17% compared to the level of 2008. It 
accounts for 87% of the total decline in infrastructure investment. Given that transport infrastructure, 
unlike infrastructure in highly regulated utilities, is financed mostly by government budgets, the large 
decline is due to significant fiscal consolidation, frustrating  efforts to stimulate consumption through 
investments.   
 
 
3. Composition of Gross Fixed Capital Investments 
In the EU-28 in the time series 2005-2014 investments in construction (including non-residential 
buildings, infrastructures and dwellings) accounted averagely for 52.8% of the overall amount of gross 
fixed capital investments (see figure 5).  
In 2014 the incidence of gross fixed capital investments in construction in the EU-28 was 50.4%, the 
lowest level since 2005. As a result, also the ratio between investments in construction and GDP – 
which measures the contribution of the construction sector to the economic wealth of a country or of a 
macro-region, reached its lowest record: 9.8% (the same figure of the year before) (see Figure 6). 
   
Figure 5 – The Weight of Gross Fixed Investments in Construction on Overall Capital Investments in 
the EU-28 (2005-2014) 

 
 
Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in percentage) 
 
Figure 6 – The Ratio Between Investments in Construction and GDP EU-28 (2005-2014) 

 
Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in percentage) 
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As far as the composition of gross fixed capital investments is concerned, data from 2005 to 2014 
show two trends of particular interest. As the figure 7 below shows, from 2005 to 2014 in the UE-28 
while investments in construction and machineries and equipment shrank, those aimed at developing 
intellectual property products increased significantly. Their incidence in gross investments accounts 
for 19% both in 2013 and in 2014, the highest peak from 2005. Thus it seems that Europe is 
increasingly and shifting toward intangible investments which are less imitable and can give countries 
the opportunity to gain competitive advantages in the long run. This is coherent with the recent 
industrial revolution eliciting increasing interest and priority in public agendas and emphasizing 
efficiency of manufacturing and industrial production, while giving less attention to more mature 
sectors such as construction and infrastructure.  
 
 
Figure 7 –Share of Asset Types in Total Gross Fixed Capital Formation in the EU-28 (2005-2014)  

 
Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in percentage) 

 
4. The Dynamic and the Composition of Gross Fixed Capital Investments in Italy 
In the European scenario the case of Italy is particularly interesting, because gross fixed capital 
investments have had different dynamics. Until 2011, Italian investments followed a path similar to 
that of the most advanced European economies. However in 2011 they declined sharply and they still 
stay at lowest levels. As a result, the ratio between fixed capital investments and Gdp reached 16.6%. 
The lowest value since 2005, about three percentage points less than the average value of the last ten 
years (see figure 8). 
 
Figure 8 – The ratio between gross fixed capital investments and Gdp Italy (2005-2014) 

 
Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in percentage) 
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As far as the composition of gross fixed capital investments is concerned, construction is the main item 
with an incidence of 51.4% followed by machinery, equipment and weapon systems (32.6%) and 
intellectual property products (15.7%). Almost non-existent, like in other European countries, 
cultivated biological resources” that weigh 0.2 percentage points in the ten years’ time series (see 
figure 9).   
 
Figure 9 –Share of Asset Types in Total Gross Fixed Capital Formation in Italy (2005-2014)  

 
Source – Opri based on Eurostat data (in percentage) 

Three main evidences stand out. The first is the higher incidence of the item machinery, equipment 
and weapons systems. The second is the moderate incidence of intellectual property products (though 
on the rise). The third is the shrinkage of investments in construction. By looking at the evolution of 
each component of these investments none of these can neither be considered satisfying nor 
representing a consistent strategy. Looking to the future, Italy needs a country strategy for the mid-
long run.   
 
 
5. Quantifying the Market for Engineering and Architectural Services 
Design firms are involved in all stages of a project: from preliminary phases, throughout the 
construction process, to the delivery and commissioning phase. Their services hence overlap 
substantially with those of other professionals involved in the completion of projects and are strongly 
integrated or inter-related with physical construction activities. Due to this specific nature, 
measurement of the economic importance of engineering and architectural services output is not 
straightforward to the extent that, in official statistics, it is most often absorbed in the broader 
categories of services output such as business services, or construction activity. To quantify the 
economic importance of engineering and architectural services, an approximation which is generally 
accepted is that of estimating their value at about 10% of the overall amount of fixed capital 
investments. By applying this percentage, the volume of overall design services acquired and sold in 
2014 in the EU-28 totalizes 270 billion euros. Of these, knowing the incidence that construction 
investments assumed in 2014 (50.8%), the market for engineering and architectural services in 2014 
totaled about 162 billion. If we apply the same reasoning to all countries in Europe, it is possible to 
estimate the market for design services in every country as shown in Table 1. In Italy, the market for 
engineering and architectural services (as one can see in Table 1) accounts for about 16 billion euro.  
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Table 1- Estimates of the European Market for Design Services (2014) 

 
Overall market for design services Market for design services in construction 

European Union (28 countries) 269.788,27 161.872,96 

Euro area (18 countries) 196.958,70 118.175,22 

Germany 58.508,90 35.105,34 

France 46.247,20 27.748,32 

United Kingdom 37.973,01 22.783,81 

Italy 26.811,72 16.087,03 

Spain 20.410,70 12.246,42 

Netherlands 12.044,20 7.226,52 

Sweden 10.135,69 6.081,41 

Belgium 9.332,59 5.599,55 

Norway 8.949,85 5.369,91 

Poland 8.066,49 4.839,89 

Austria 7.362,91 4.417,75 

Denmark 4.816,76 2.890,06 

Finland 4.160,80 2.496,48 

Czech Republic 3.869,35 2.321,61 

Ireland 3.651,31 2.190,79 

Romania 3.298,14 1.978,88 

Portugal 2.577,15 1.546,29 

Hungary 2.258,19 1.354,91 

Greece 2.072,15 1.243,29 

Slovakia 1.589,31 953,59 

Luxembourg 909,27 545,56 

Bulgaria 902,60 541,56 

Slovenia 732,39 439,43 

Latvia 537,16 322,30 

Estonia 503,26 301,96 

Iceland 213,96 128,38 

Cyprus 189,48 113,69 

Malta 149,92 89,95 

Source – Opri based on Euostat data (in million euros)  

6. Future perspectives  
To reach a full recovery of the EU a rise of investments in fixed capital assets cannot be postponed. 
What really urges is a coordinated policy involving all the European States aimed at stimulating the 
economic growth across the continent. And, above all, aimed at finding the right balance between the 
composition of the fixed capital formation. If economists are right European policies should be 
primarily aimed at supporting investments in construction in countries where investments in 
machineries and equipments prevail. On the contrary, stimulate investments in machineries and 
equipments in those cases in which the composition is too unbalanced toward construction. In 
addition, there is another priority: investments in intangible assets as they are the main drivers of 
future development. Which implies focusing on  investments that combine labor with knowledge 
intensity and secure significant financial returns. This is especially important for the group of 
countries considered more vulnerable to stagnant investments, high unemployment rate, slow rate of 
innovativeness, and high dependency from finances. What is needed in these countries (in Italy at first, 
not least because of the weight it has in Europe) is a policy that can stimulate investments towards 
industrial and infrastructure efficiency. Design firms can have a primary and strategic role in the 
fulfilment of these objectives. They are in fact involved in all phases of production (when knowledge 
intensity is higher) and after delivery (when consultation for the product life cycle is needed). The 
growing trend toward “servitization”, which implies that goods (especially capital assets) are not 
evaluated solely on the basis of their technical qualities but rather on their ability to provide the best 
service they can, can represent a significant “flywheel” for both engineering and architecture. As long 
as firms providing these services have the right managerial capabilities to catch the challenge.  



 

 

 



 

Chapter 2 

DEMAND AND SUPPLY OF DESIGN SERVICES IN ITALY 
 
 
La ristrettezza del mercato nazionale dei servizi di ingegneria e di architettura (la cui quota 
ottenuta dalla esocietàdi capitali si limita al 28,3%) si paragona con una dimensione dell’offerta che 
continua a crescere, anche se (fortunatamente) in modo selettivo. Tanto che le società più attive e 
dinamiche, pur nelle loro limitate dimensioni, hanno buoni risultati d’esercizio. Un confronto 
internazionale, basato sull’analisi delle evidenze della rivista americana Enr (integrata dai dati 
Guamari), assegna al sistema Italia una quota dell’1,2% dell’offerta mondiale, piccola 
quantitativamente ma significativa qualitativamente.       
 
 

Despite the market for engineering and architecture is globalizing, and Italian firms are doing their best 
to acquire a competitive standing worldwide a focus on the Italian market is a basis for understanding 
their competitiveness abroad. The analysis of the Italian demand and supply is aimed at showing and 
discussing what are the main features of the domestic market to speculate about the effects that these 
features have on suppliers. Main finding: in spite of the extreme fragmentation of the supply and 
pulverization of the demand, the Italian offer is creative,  mobile and vital as proved by a number of 
commercial successes .  
 
 

1. Italian Design Firms: Small Sizes and Global Challenges  
The Italian productive system is historically featured by the prevalence of micro, small and medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs) over big companies. According to Istat (the Italian Statistics Institute), the 
number of micro firms in Italy (i.e. those with a number of employees up to 10) in 2014 totaled 4.1 
million units, equal to 95.2% of active Italian enterprises, 45.7% of employees, and 30.8% of the value 
added produced. Among small firms, those with only one employee are about 2.4 million and 
contribute to about a third of the overall added value generated by micro businesses. Small and 
medium-sized companies (those that are staffed by a number of employees between 10 and 249) 
employ 33.1% of the workforce and account for 37.7% of the value added, while large companies 
(those with 250 or more employees) have an employment share of 19.4%, and a share by 31.5% of 
value added. The “dwarfism” of the Italian productive system is a common characteristic of most 
sectors, regardless of the final market (B2B or B2C) and regardless of the type of offering (goods or 
services). 
Thus, there is no wonder that the structural characteristics of Italian companies also extend to design 
firms which, can be characterized by even smaller sizes due to the still existing prevalence of collective 
organizations amounting to professional partnerships, and of single professionals that operate as 
owner-operators of their businesses.  
This penalizes the Italian supply of design services confronted with foreign competitors. A comparison 
with the major European players with the Italian supply of engineering and architectural services 
conducted by OPRI and included in a report on design services internationalization promoted and 
published by OICE, show the distance between Italian and European suppliers. In particular, the study 
compared revenues produced by a large sample of 329 engineering and architecture firms with 
revenues generated by the big design firms ranked by STD (Svenska Teknik & Designföretagen). The 
results show that the overall amount of revenues generated by the group of 329 firms analyzed (1.98 
billion euros) are about a third of the revenues generated by the single major European firm that lead 
the rank. A similar picture can be painted by looking at the Italian presence in the list of the Top 225 
International Design Firms ranked by Engineering News Record (ENR). It the 2014 ranking there are 
only five Italian companies totaling international revenues of 609,7 million dollars, with a global 
market share of 0.9 per cent. The most important market is the Middle East (258 million), followed by 
Canada (93.7), Asia (81.2), Latin America and Caribbean (71), Europe (62.2), Africa (35.7) and, finally, 
United States (7.9) (see figure 1). 



 

 

 



 

Figure 1 – Italian Top International Design Firms Presence Worldwide (2014)   

 

Source – Opri based on Enr – Engineering News-Record - Top 225 International Design Firms (2015) 
data  
 

Other countries perform far better than Italy. In the list of the Top 225 International Design firms 
there are 80 American firms, 23 Chinese, 6 Canadian, 7 British, 6 German, 9 French, 4 Dutch, 9 Spanish, 
14 Other European, 7 Australian, 12 Japanese, 12 Korean, and 31 All Others. To this matter it is also 
worth noting that the countries that appear in the ranking with a small number of national champions, 
have an international market share which is significantly higher than that hold by Italy. The Dutch for 
example have an international market share of 10.2% with only four firms included. The Australian, 
with a market share of 9.4% with only seven companies. The Canadian, with a 10% share but just 6 
firms included (see figure 2). 
 
Figure 2 – Top 225 International Design Firms Divided by Country (2014)   

 
Source – Opri based on Enr – Engineering News-Record - Top 225 International Design Firms (2015) 
data  
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Thus, some countries are able to maintain a significant footprint in the global market, by leveraging 
only on a few number of firms that can count on an organizational size that allow them to achieve a 
significant penetration of export markets. Others, like the Americans, have an international share of 
about a third of the overall market acquired by a number of companies that is a bit less than a third of 
a total number of companies of the rank. Others, again, have a small penetration of the international 
market although their organizational sizes are significant. It is the case of Chinese firms that can count 
on a domestic market that is so flourishing that they can grow and prosper without necessarily 
exploiting commercial opportunities abroad. What instead cannot be denied is that small sizes do not 
fit with challenges that firms have to come with in global markets.            
 
As far as the Italian champions included in the rank is concern, if analyzed in terms of sectors of 
activity, the “petroleum” is the most important (65.3%) followed by “transportations” (16.6%), 
“general buildings” (11.9%), “power” (3.8%), “water supply” (1.7%) and “sewer / waste” (0.7%) (see 
figure 3). It is worth noting anyway that the sector of activity labeled as “petroleum” is over estimated 
by the presence of companies included in the sample that besides offering design services, also offer 
procurement and contracting (epc). Without considering the international revenues of epc contractors 
the Italian share in this market segment would have been significantly reduced.    
 
 
Figure 3 – Italian Top International Design Firms by Sector of Activity (2014) 
 

 
Source – OPRI based on ENR – Engineering News-Record - Top 225 International Design Firms (2015) 
data  
 
Among the top 225 engineering firms besides those that are included the following should appear, if 
they had responded to the ENR’s questionnaire: Italferr, D'Appolonia, Agriconsulting, Tecnomare, Net 
Engineering International, Technital, Sgi Studio Galli Ingegneria, Elc - Electroconsult, Ird Engineering, 
Enereco and Aic Progetti. If these companies would have been included, the Italian presence in the top 
225 Design Firms would have been higher with 16 companies included. International revenues would 
have accounted for 878.4 million dollars, summing a market share of 1.2%. This virtual ranking 
including an additional number of Italian Design Firms in represented in Table 1 and Figure 4 below.  
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Table 1 – The Virtual Share of Italian Top International Design Firms (2014)   

Country 
Number of 

Firms 
International revenues 
2014 (million dollars) 

International 
market share 

(%) 

AMERICAN  74 22.383,1 31,6 

CANADIAN 6 7.105,2 10,0 

EUROPEAN 63 24.815,5 35,0 

British 7 6.668,6 9,4 

German 6 826,2 1,2 

French 9 2.695,1 3,8 

Dutch 4 7.201,0 10,1 

Italian 16 878,4 1,2 

Spanish 9 2.200,2 3,1 

Other European 14 4.376,2 6,2 

AUSTRALIAN 7 6.642,6 9,4 

JAPANESE 12 734,4 1,0 

CHINESE 20 2.882,4 4,1 

KOREAN 11 1.352,9 1,9 

ALL OTHERS 30 5.036,9 7,1 

TOTAL  225 70.983,1 100,0 

Source – Guamari based on ENR (2015) and primary data collected 
 

Figure 4 – The Virtual Share of Italian Top International Design Firms (2014)   

 
Source –Guamari based on ENR (2015) and primary data collected 
 
2. The Italian Demand of Design Services 
One of the main reasons behind the extreme fragmentation of the Italian supply of design services is 
the extreme fragmentation of the demand. To date there are about 30,000 public contracting 
authorities that the Government is trying to reduce to just 200 (the aim of the Government was 
initially that of reducing the number of authorities to 35). The extreme pulverization of the demand 
has been interpreted as an antecedent condition of the small sizes of design organizations. In fact, the 
smaller the customer, the smaller the supplier, as business relationships are very often established 
between organizations (no matter they are public or private) that are similar in terms of values, 
culture and size.  
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Another element to limit business opportunities that design firms can catch in the domestic market is 
the presence of technical staffs within public administrations deputed to the production and delivery 
of engineering and architectural services. In house design is still a practice which is often conducted 
within many public administrations. This can be considered what the economists call “market failure” 
as this practice subtracts a significant portion of economic transaction (averagely more than a billion) 
to market competition resulting in many cases in higher costs and lower quality. The data concerning 
the public contracts for engineering services awarded in 2014 confirms what previously stated.  
In 2014, according to the National Council of Engineers (Cni), of the overall number of public contracts 
for engineering services awarded, more than a half (54.9%) have been assigned to independent 
professionals. This figure rises to 61.4% if we also consider the contracts awarded by non-equity joint 
ventures composed only by independent professionals and/or professional partnerships. The number 
of contracts instead awarded by companies (limited liabilities) account for only 28.3% including also 
the recently established professional firms. The remaining 16.3% of contracts has been instead 
assigned to other forms of organizations such as consortiums, temporary partnerships, non-equity 
strategic agreements, etc.  
There is a market phenomenon that deserves to be taken into account to understand why single 
professionals and professional partnerships still have the biggest share of the market and deals with 
the value of contracts. As the National Council of Engineers reports, in 2014, 55% of the overall volume 
of contracts assigned by public bodies have a value lower than 40,000 euros, while those with a value 
higher than one million are just 1.1%. This means that the biggest part of the domestic market deals 
with business transactions that are not in the scope of large companies that cannot be competitive 
with single professionals of professional partnerships that have significantly lower organizational 
costs.  
The Figures below show the number of contracts for engineering services awarded by public 
contracting authorities by type of supplier (Figure 5) and the number of contracts for design services 
awarded divided by classes of value (Figure 6)  
 
 
Figure 5 - The Number of Contracts for Engineering Services Awarded by Public Contracting 
Authorities by Type of Supplier (2014) 
 

  Source: Opri based on Infordat/Cni data.   
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Figure 6 – The Number of Contracts for Design Services Awarded Divided by Classes of Value (2014) 

 
Source: OPRI based on Infordat/CNI data.  
 
In 2014, 72.5% of the value of contracts for engineering services issued by public contracting 
authorities have been awarded by engineering firms. Independent professionals and professional 
partnership won 14.6% of the total amount of contracts, mixed temporary joint venture won 7% of 
contracts, while consortiums won the remaining 5.9%. Thus, while independent professionals and 
professional partnership won the greatest part of contracts, engineering firms are awarded with those 
contracts characterized by a higher average price (see Figure 7). 
 

Figure 7 - Number of Engineering Contracts  Awarded by Public Authorities by Type of Supplier 
(2014) 

   Source: Opri based on Infordat/Cni data  (in current value)   

 
4. “Design and Build” and Project Financing  
 
The analysis of the public demand for design services previously analyzed and commented regards the 
so called “pure design services”, i.e. those that do not imply also other project related activities 
including, financing, build and management. To achieve a better and complete understanding of the 
demand for design services, a special concern deserves the public procurement of “design and build” 
contracts such as public private partnerships (ppp) in general, and “project financing” initiatives in 
particular. In 2014 the notices of upcoming tenders of project financing initiatives or project sponsors’ 
search by contracting authorities were 51, totaling 310,1 million. If compared to 2013 they diminished 
both in quantity and value (respectively – 37.9% and – 8,8%). As far as tenders of project financing 
initiatives issued after a private unsolicited proposal is concerned, the 81 initiatives of 2014 are 16.7% 
per cent less than those of 2013. A decrease of 31.9% in terms of value. As for the number of project 
financing initiatives awarded, in 2014 they are just 24. Their value is about a sixth of those awarded a 
year before. Strongly reduced are also the tenders for concessions of built-operate-transfer (BOT) 
contracts which from 2013 to 2014 dropped by 48.6 and 39% respectively in number and in value 
(see Table 2).         
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Table 2 – Project Financing Initiatives (2009 - 2014)   

Year 
 

Notices of 
tenders of 

project 
financing 

initiatives or 
project 

sponsors’ 
search 

Tenders 
issued 

after an 
unsolicited 

proposal 

Project 
financing 
initiatives 
awarded 

Tenders for 
concession of built 

operate transfer 
(BOT) contracts  

2009 
n°                    51 139 102 283 
value* 158,2 5,766.5 117,3 7,247.6 

2010 
n° 86 146 27 548 
value* 145,8 5,247.2 1,801.3 1,868.5 

2011 
n° 62 129 16 310 
value* 382,1 1,515.3 193,1 8,234.9 

2012 
n° 66 127 78 427 
value* 145,9 2,338 289 3,420.1 

2013 
n° 124 90 24 352 
value* 340,1 1,060.5 7,676.4 1,973 

2014 
n° 77 81 28 181 
value* 310,1 722.6 1,224.6 1,204.7 

Source: Opri based on Oice/Informatel data 
* Data are in million euro. 
 
 
Other forms of contracts framed within the “design and build” schema are instead booming. The 
number of tenders issued in 2014 reached a new peak since 2014. Design and build contracts totaled 
6,496 million, 20.2% higher than 2013. The other contracts implying also design services diminished 
by 14.9% quantity while theior value is the highest since 2009. It is also worth noting that for the fifth 
year in a row there is no trace of general contracting contracts (see Table 3).  
 
 
Table 3 – Tenders for Design and Build Contracts (2002-2013)   

Year  
 

Design and Build 
Competitions for 
design and build 

General 
contracting 

Other tenders 
which include 

design services 

2009 
n°                     665                        92                          2                      109  
value*                  5,284                      598                   1,195                      600  

2010 
n°                          864                              55                                 -                            305  
value*                       6,346                           587                                 -                         2,331  

2011 
n°                          800                              38                       -                            282  
value*                       5,169                              69                                 -                         1,248  

2012 
n°                          869                                3                                 -                            185  
value*                       4,356                        4,332                                 -                            477  

2013 
n°                       1,012    -     -                       175  
value*                       5,404   -     -                       655  

2014 
n° 1,096   -   -   149 
value* 6,496   -   -   3,620 

 
Source: Opri based on Oice/Informatel data.   
* Data are in million euro. 



 

 
 
 
 



 

Chapter 3 

THE ITALIAN CHAMPIONS 
 

Così piccole nel raffronto internazionale da sembrare ininteressanti (le prime 100 fatturano 

rispettivamente 1.476 e 222 milioni) le società di ingegneria e di   architettura italiane non sono affatto 

ininfluenti nella competizione mondiale. A cui apportano qualcosa che ai grandi gruppi concorrenti 

manca: creatività, flessibilità, inventività, … nonché la veloce capacità di riposizionarsi. Utile in contesti 

mondiali instabili, in cui cambia l’attrattività dei Paesi.  Ma il momento è arrivato per un passaggio di 

scala. Attorno ai campioni nazionali si devono aggregare più soggetti capaci di far sistema e proporre 

servizi integrati. Nel pubblico è sempre più aggregante Italferr (gruppo Fs) che dimostra di poter 

trascinare società di diversa specializzazione. Potrebbe esserlo anche Anas International Enterprise 

purché esca dalla logica del mercato “captive” che ne ha inficiato la nascita. Per non parlare di altre 

società pubbliche, campioni in settori diversi, come l’acqua nel caso dell’Acquedotto Pugliese o 

dell’eredità della società Expo 2015 (non c’è infatti solo la legacy del sito e delle sue strutture ma 

anche quelle del saper fare). Il punto di forza di questo Rapporto è la radiografia annuale delle 

maggiori società di ingegneria (e di consulenza tecnico-economica), di architettura (e di design). Sono 

le classifiche (per fatturato 2014) dei primi 100 “champions” di entrambi i settori, alle quali si associa 

un’altra classifica delle prime cinque di validazione (dei progetti) e di controllo. Come controcanto di 

quest’analisi dell’offerta (prevalentemente privata) vi è quella della domanda, che si esplica (nel mare 

magnum dei committenti) in quella delle società di committenza (normalmente pubbliche) cosiddetta 

“delegata” perché aggiungono una componente di ingegneria alla funzione tipica dell’amministrazione 

(quando non anche un impegno economico privato accanto a quello pubblico) di commissionare opere 

e sovrintendere alla loro realizzazione. 

 

1. At the Top 

 

At the top of the Italian offer can be found 100 engineering and 100 architectural firms which declare a 

turnover of just 1.476, in the first case, and 222 million euros, in the second case. Without any notable 

trend of growth, considering that the engineering firms increase their turnover by just 4.5% and the 

architectural firms by 3.9%. Their health is satisfactory given a cumulative net profit of 49 million 

(with a 24.2% increase) in the engineering activity and 12 million (plus 20.2%) in architecture and 

design. Moreover the large number of architecture and engineering firms (Italy has an outstanding 

tradition of regional, formerly national cultures, which explains why nearly every major town still 

retains its own class of professionals) becomes more and more organized in a hierarchy of firms which 

sees the two main cities (Milan and Rome) domineer the others. To make sure that this is true it 

suffices to count the number of engineering or architectural firms which have their seats in one or the 

other of the capitals (of Lombardy and of Italy): 116 out of 200. To complement the Italian offer 

another type of professional subject is relevant: public procurement engineering firms. These 

substitutes of public owners (which amount to 12 thousand) have an engineering content capable of 

bringing effectiveness to public procedures (and favor the public and private encounter). The top 25 

firms (three of which are in liquidation) of this kind sum up a turnover of 2 billion euros but a net loss 

of 106 million. This amounts to  minus 22.5% in comparison with the 2013 turnover wherever the loss 

of last year compares with a profit of 16 million in 2013. 



 

 

 



 

The distribution by regions confirms the above mentioned dominance of the two “capitals”: Rome 

(thus Lazio) and Milan (Lombardy with one sixth of the national population). In particular if Rome is 

the capital of public administration (it accounts for 46.1% of the turnover of the top public 

procurement engineering firms), Milan is the world recognized capital of design (both product and 

interior) with a 57.2% dominance in the field of architectural major firms. What strikes (and worries) 

is the total absence of Southern Italy from this picture: apart from a few (not very large) firms in  

Naples (the third metropolitan area by population) none is to be found elsewhere (see figures 1, 2, 3) 

Figure 1 – Geographical distribution of top 25 public procurement engineering firms (2014 revenues) 

Source: Guamari based on companies balance sheets 

Figure 2 - Geographical distribution of top 100 engineering firms (2014 revenues)

Source: Guamari based on companies balance sheets 

Figure 3 - Geographical distribution of top 100 architecture firms (2014 revenues) 

Source: Guamari based on companies balance sheets 
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1.1. Engineering 

The top 100 engineering firms (whose turnover is nearly seven times that of the architectural 

champions) span a large array of activities and are more and more active abroad (their foreign 

turnover not appearing in these statistics when obtained through local firms). A better roster classifies 

Italian engineering firms by their fields of activities according to their 2014 turnovers. As far as oil & 

gas is concerned number one (also with the largest turnover of all) is Tecnomare (group Eni), followed 

by Proger (which was traditionally more active in civil engineering), and to follow at given distance, 

Enereco, and even further Ets. Smaller than the firms listed is Seatech (which has just entered group 

Rina), not included among the top 100. If the focus is on infrastructures as systems engineered 

through a variety of disciplines the main firm is D’Appolonia (group Rina), followed by Net 

Engineering International (which controls the German firm Spiekermann), Sipal (diversified in the 

aerospace sector), Dba Group, 3ti Progetti (which subsequently bought Girpa, Idroesse Infrastrutture 

and the Italian Road Business of Urs U.K.), Rpa, … In the field of infrastructures there are various 

specializations. First by importance is road (an Italian strength in the world since the Romans): the list 

is headed by Spea Engineering (group Autostrade per l’Italia, its main in-house client), recently 

merged with AdR engineering (specialized in airports) followed by Sina and Sineco (group Gavio, the 

second concessionaire of motorways after Autostrade) with their  combined turnover, by Ird 

Engineering and  Aic Progetti. Another firm with the same specialty is peculiar: Anas International 

Enterprise, established three years ago, exports in the world the know how of the Italian road 

authority (some 200 million of in-house engineering services). Another similar, but much powerful 

engineering firm is Italferr, created by the State Railways as a public procurement firm for all its 

network (especially the high-speed) but including a subsidiary devoted, with success, to the export of 

the Italian know-how. last year it produced 37,9 million euros overseas (out of a total turnover of 

152,8 million). Building is an important field for engineering, companies like Studio Altieri, Politecnica, 

Intertecno, Bms Progetti, Arcoengineering (part of the larger diversified Arcotecnica Group), are the 

most engaged in this sector. Maritime and hydraulic infrastructures represent another important field 

leaded by Technital, Thetis, Sgi - Studio Galli Ingegneria, Studio Pietrangeli, Hydrodata and 

Hydrostudio Consulting Engineers. 

Apart from the mentioned champions are the engineering firms branches of foreign groups: there are a 

few as a proof that investment in Italy’s know-how has a certain appeal, especially as they work also 

selectively abroad. In decreasing order of 2014 turnover: Mwh, Jacobs Italia, Golder Associates, Artelia 

Italia (which recently bought and merged with Intertecno), Urs Italia, Erm Italia, Ramboll Environ, 

Aecom Italy (which just bought and merged with Urs Italia), Arup Italia, Systra Sotecni, Tauw Italia, 

Lombardi Ingegneria (the only Swiss), Deerns Italia, Ec Harris Italia, … Mostly Anglosaxon or Northern 

European with the exception of the two French subsidiaries Artelia and Systra and the German Drees 

& Sommer, too small to be included.           

In order to integrate their competences some Italian engineering (less often architectural) firms 

collaborate creating networks. One example is Ennesys, born in 2005 and formed by Proger, Manens 

Tifs, Bms Progetti and Via Ingegneria, that can count 14 offices in Italy and three abroad. Another is 

Maestrale, a consortium born in 2011 with Ariatta, J&A Consulting, Redesco and Starching as partners, 

also complementing one another in all disciplines of building design and management. Rather different 

formulas, in a way with looser connections but also with a stronger leading figure, are the consortia Fg 

Tecnopolo (group Flammini). It comprises Sgi - Studio Galli Ingegneria, Med Ingegneria, Compagnia 

del Progetto, Majowiecki, Tecnogeco, … A consortium such as Thp emphasizes architecture more than 

any other; it comprises nine firms: Pica Ciamarra Associati, Gnosis Architettura, Interprogetti, Progetto 

Verde, Studio Carrara International, Itaca, Incoset, Bc and Alphatec.   



 

 

 



 

Finally, an unusual, very loose, international network, of talented individuals (apparently not needing 

a firm to approach challenging project) is called Ufo (Urba Future Organization). Established in 1996 

in London (but presently based in Hong Kong) its Italian affiliate is Claudio Lucchesi, cooperating with 

his peers in UK, Usa, China, Sweden, Greece, Turkey, Netherlands, Iceland, Norway, Australia, Denmark 

and South Korea.      

 1.2. Architecture (and Design) 

The major distinction within the practice of architecture (through firms instead of professional 

studios) is when design (for the industry, eventually for the architectural interiors) is the main focus. 

In the roster of the top 100 names those which have the design of objects as their major often unique 

field of activity are, in decreasing order of 2014 turnover: Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel Interiors, 

Studio Baciocchi, Lissoni Associati, Studio Urquiola, Libeskind Design, Massimiliano e Doriana Fuksas 

Design, Fortebis, Iosa Ghini Associati, Coima Image, D2u – Design to Users (?), Simone Micheli 

Architectural Hero, Novembre, Studio Cerri & Associati,…  

Staying with architecture in its major form i.e. iconic works all over the world) the Italian masters, 

active through firms, often with several branches abroad but without consolidated balance sheets. In 

order of turnover in Italy: Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel and Partners, 

Matteo Thun & Partners, Architetto Michele De Lucchi, Fuksas Architecture, Mario Cucinella 

Architects, Dante O. Benini & Partners, Cino Zucchi Architetti, Carlo Ratti Associati, Canali Associati, 

Stefano Boeri Architetti, …          

Finally only few important foreign architects are present in Italy with a subsidiary: David Chipperfield, 

Daniel Libeskind, Chapman Taylor while many others work in Italy through local offices (such as Arata 

Isozaki with Andrea Maffei Architects) or had one but have closed it: Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, Jean 

Nouvel, ...  

 

2. The Italian Presence Worldwide 

The Italian role in the global design market is still marginal, but that doesn’t mean that Italian firms 

have not a worldwide presence of quality. Sometimes through alliances in the case of engineering 

firms more often with a direct presence when architectural (and design) firms are concerned.  

An analysis of the websites of the 200 firms listed in the rankings shows 65 companies with at least 

one foreign branch: 44 in the field of engineering and 21 for architectural (and/or design) services. 

The engineering sample counts 34 presences in Europe (both Western starting from France and 

Eastern: Russia and smaller countries), 21 both in Middle East and in Far East (China over all), 14 in 

South America, 12 in North Africa, nine in Central-South Africa, four in Central America, three in North 

America and just two in Oceania. 

Europe is the most important market for architectural firms as well: of the 21 companies with 

branches abroad, 12 are in the “old continent”. Outside Europe, Italian architects focus their presence 

in rich markets like Asia (eight), Middle East (seven) and North America (six). Only three firms work in 

North Africa and two in South America   (see figures 4 and 5) 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Figure 4 - Italian Branches of Engineering Firms Worldwide 

 

Source: Guamari based on firms’ websites 

 

Figure 5 - Italian Branches of Architecture Firms Worldwide 

 

  Source: Guamari based on firms’ websites 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

3. Challenges and Strategies 

It is clear that the main challenge confronting the dynamic Italian design industry is simply stated- 

“size” - considering that mergers and acquisitions, especially when one starts from scratch (and from 

individually run businesses), are difficult (culturally as much as entrepreneurially).    

As far as engineering is concerned, the list shows that only three groups have experimented external 

growth: D’Appolonia (Rina group) which has bought specialist firms: Sembenelli Consulting and 

Seatech and is targeting Thetis. Spea Engineering (groupe Autostrade per l’Italia) results from the 

merger of Spea and AdR Engineering, Artelia Italia has bought Intertecno and might pursue its “Italian 

campaign”. (See table 1) 

 

 

Table 1 - M&A 
M&A 

D'Appolonia (1) Sembenelli Consulting Seatech Totale 

95.263 3.144 2.796 101.203 

Spea Ingegneria Europea (2) Adr Engineering (2) 
 

Totale (Spea Engineering) 

79.045 19.769 
 

98.814 

Artelia Italia Intertecno  Totale 

19.394 10.302  29.696 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets  (thousands Euro)        

(1) Rina group, D’Appolonia in January 2014 merged Projenia, C-Engineering and the engineering division of Rina Services; 

(2) Both Atlantia/Autostrade per l’Italia group 

 

 

More interesting mergers can arise in specialized markets (domestic and especially foreign) where the 

Italian know-how needs to be reinforced and articulated. As an example among others we propose the 

design of roads (which from the Peninsula irradiated in the world since the Romans) and motorways 

(including tunnels). In this field there are 10 firms really specialized which sum up a 2014 turnover of 

222 million euros (28,2% abroad): some work mainly in-house (for their parent companies, motorway 

owners), others practically all abroad. A merger would allow to combine both strengths (domestic 

stronghold and foreign excellence) and give birth to a national/international champion. As a final 

addendum, three small champions in tunneling (all individually owned) are so world renowned that 

their merger would lift the whole country performance.  (See tables 2 and 3)     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Table 2 - The Specialty of Motorways 

Firm Revenues 
2014 

2013 Var % 
'14/13 

% 
abroad 

2014 

Ebitda 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Net 
Profit 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Net 
Debt 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Equity 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Spea Ingegneria Europea (1) 79.045 90.484 -12,6 3,7 19.027 -25,5 9.772 -27,5 -4.917 -81,1 60.132 19,4 

Italconsult 40.986 32.821 24,9 86,1 8.793 52,3 6.805 148,4 1.728 ns 32.067 15,9 

Sina (2) 34.008 41.698 -18,4 - 3.905 -25,2 3.055 -59,0 -18.368 -10,2 61.696 -2,9 

Sineco (2) 23.984 21.301 12,6 - 4.903 6,3 2.441 9,9 -2.130 -34,8 9.342 5,0 

Ird Engineering 11.988 11.110 7,9 95,8 301 50,5 271 148,6 -1.989 -21,6 793 51,9 

Aic Progetti 9.251 9.255 0,0 99,5 747 26,6 63 1,6 1.563 92,5 4.262 0,3 

Musinet Engineering (3) 7.736 10.245 -24,5 - 692 -63,5 320 -71,9 -22 ns 7.016 -0,3 

Infraengineering (4) 6.597 11.116 -40,7 - 728 -86,3 485 -86,1 -240 63,9 6.736 7,8 

Anas International Enterprise (5) 6.592 3.247 103,0 100,0 428 108,8 124 29,2 -933 53,2 3.209 4,0 

Ativa Engineering (6) 5.227 6.087 -14,1 - 517 -72,2 313 -73,4 -994 -3,0 8.650 3,8 

Total 222.006 234.137 -5,2 28,2 40.054 -21,5 23.620 -25,8 -25.619 15,1 188.865 7,7 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets (thousands Euro)                 ns = not significant  

(1) Atlantia/Autostrade per l’Italia group; (2) Gavio group; (3) Sitaf/Anas group; (4) Toto group; (5) Anas group; (6)  Ativa - 

Autostrada Torino Ivrea Valle d'Aosta group. 

“Strade, trasporti, ponti, gallerie” revenues of Technital (owned by Mazzi family) were 34.9 million (on  total revenues of 

62.8) in 2009 and reduced to 3 (on a total of 44.3) million in 2014. This reduction is due to a delayed payment of 38 million 

by Consorzio per le Autostrade Siciliane waiting for judgement. “Strade e autostrade” division of 3ti Progetti represents in 

2014 35% of the total revenues (8 million on 22.8). 

 

Table 3 - Tunnelling 

Firm Revenues 
2014 

2013 Var % 
'14/13 

% 
abroad 

2014 

Ebitda 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Net 
Profit 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Net 
Debt 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Equity 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Geodata 39.931 40.989 -2,6 91,0 5.298 9,1 1.076 ns 24.744 3,5 25.904 6,1 

Rocksoil 12.824 12.913 -0,7 25,0 1.605 -35,7 880 -28,5 3.517 77,7 3.487 -0,1 

Prometeoengineering.it 1.819 2.860 -36,4 3,1 530 -67,8 284 -73,2 -311 78,1 3.612 -5,3 

Total 54.574 56.762 -3,9 72,6 7.433 -17,4 2.240 -11,6 27.950 14,3 33.003 4,1 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets (thousands Euro)                 ns = not significant  

But other mergers are in the making: at least four of them are examined . Within Group Astm 

(belonging to the powerful Gavio family) Sina and Sineco could reasonably become one entity. The 

three firms having a common shareholder (Piergiorgio Romiti through Castore 1) show interesting 

synergies in the field of water waiting for Sgi Studio Galli to recover. And those relying on a dynamic 

investor (Marco Tili) could unite under the formerly renowned label of Bonifica (adding the 

performing Swiss firms Sauti and Renardet). A final entity, Arcotecnicagroup, belonging to the Viganò 

family, could develop into a multidisciplinary group with advanced real estate services at its core.  (See 

table 4)          

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Table 4 - Other possible mergers 

Possible mergers 

Sina Sineco 
 

Totale (Astm) 

34.008 23.984 
 

57.992 

Sgi Studio Galli 
Ingegneria 

Saceccav Errenergia Totale (Castore 1) (4) 

17.068 3.700 4.400 25.168 

Holding di Ingegneria Bonifica Studio Geotecnico Italiano Totale (Tili group) (5) 

9.909 6.603 5.476 ~50.000* 

Arcotecnicagroup Argoengineering 
Arcoretail + 

Arcotecnica R.E. +  
Europrogetti & Finanza (6) 

Totale 

6.174 3.924 12.162 22.262 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets (thousands Euro)                   

(*) Tili group communicates revenues of 50 million and 900 employees  

(4) Romiti family 

(5) Swiss firms Sauti and Renardet are in Tili group but their data are not available 

(6) Already merged in  Arcotecnicagroup since January 2015 

 

As far If the main question is how to grow in dimensions (and hence achieve economies of scale and 

efficiency) which subjects have started on this path? A listing of the few groups which have reached 

bigger dimensions (although with non-consolidated turnovers) can be drawn in the field of Renzo 

Piano Building Workshop is by far the Italian leader (as it includes 30 million produced by the French 

branch). The other five groups which have an aggregated turnover (resulting from teo or more firms, 

all in Italy) are: Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel, Lombardini 22, Fuksas, Lissoni and Libeskind (the two 

Italian branches). (See table 5)  

Table 5 - Top 25 Architecture Firms (with aggregated turnovers) 

Architecture firms 

P
o

s.
 2

0
1

4
 

Firm Revenues 2014 2013 Var % '14/13 

1 Renzo Piano Building Workshop (1) 42.455 39.284 8,1% 

2 Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel and Partners (2) 16.828 14.395 16,9% 

3 Lombardini22 (3) 8.429 8.424 0,1% 

4 Studio Baciocchi 7.436 7.769 -4,3% 

5 One Works 6.756 5.004 35,0% 

6 Pininfarina Extra 6.510 5.520 17,9% 

7 Fuksas Architecture (4) 6.440 7.073 -8,9% 

8 Hydea 5.758 5.365 7,3% 

9 Lissoni Associati (5) 5.662 6.126 -7,6% 

10 Progetto Cmr 5.129 4.412 16,3% 

11 Cremonesi Workshop 4.814 2.233 115,6% 

12 Starching 4.610 4.704 -2,0% 

13 David Chipperfield Architects 4.409 2.914 51,3% 

14 Matteo Thun & Partners 4.249 3.490 21,7% 

15 Architetto Michele De Lucchi 4.116 3.691 11,5% 

16 Libeskind Design (6) 3.995 1.150 ns 

17 Tekne 3.834 3.735 2,7% 

18 General Planning 3.755 4.440 -15,4% 



 

19 Open Project 3.092 3.214 -3,8% 

20 Piuarch 2.862 3.453 -17,1% 

21 Studio Urquiola 2.841 1.967 44,4% 

22 Aegis Cantarelli & Partners 2.703 2.843 -4,9% 

23 Mario Cucinella Architects 2.546 2.195 16,0% 

24 Sistema Duemila Partners 2.493 3.345 -25,5% 

25 Polistudio Aes 2.446 2.898 -15,6% 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets (thousands Euro)                  

(1) Aggregated reveneues of the Italian firm and its French controller; (2) aggregated revenues of the architecture firm and 

the interior design one; (3) aggregated revenues of Lombardini22 and Degw Italia; (4) aggregated revenues of Fuksas 

Architecture and Massimiliano e Doriana Fuksas Design; (5) aggregated revenues of Lissoni Associati and Lissoni 

Architettura; (6) aggregated revenues of Libeskind Design and Libeskind Architettura. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

Chapter 4 

THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF ENGINEERING AND 
ARCHITECTURE FIRMS: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS1 
 

 

Il mercato mondiale è un “rompicapo”. Gli alti e bassi delle congiunture di molti Paesi, l’agguerrirsi 

della concorrenza internazionale (e in particolare di quella locale di nuovo conio), l’intreccio di 

alleanze in cui è sempre più difficile scegliere i partner adeguati rendono tutto più difficile. Se la 

politica del  “mordi e fuggi” non era consigliabile prima – ed è diventata del tutto sconsigliabile ora, 

una strategia più impegnativa Paese per Paese richiede investimenti e tempi che solo le società di una 

certa dimensione possono permettersi. A meno che si alleino con gruppi importanti in loco, che però 

vanno scelti con discernimento per non rischiare di farsi sottrarre know how e qualifiche.   

This chapter summarizes the main empirical findings drawn in a research conducted by Opri/ELab, the 

research center focused on professional services and professional service firms of the Department of 

Management, Economics and Quantitative Methods of the University of Bergamo. The aim of the research 

conducted was primarily to show where and how Italian design firms internationalize their operations by 

giving emphasis to international strategies pursued and to common strategic patterns within similar 

groups of firms. Data were collected from a non-probabilistic sample of 83 companies. What emerges is 

that internationalization is no longer a choice for Italian suppliers of design services. Italian suppliers, 

although are incommensurably smaller than their international competitors, are doing their best to 

increase their international footprint. According to engineering and architectural firms analyzed, an 

increasing penetration into the global arena can be foreseen from 2017 onwards.        

1. This Research  
 

The Italian supply of engineering and architectural services is increasingly characterized by a growing 

projection in international markets.  

In this chapter, we report the main empirical findings stemming from a study promoted by Oice and 

realized by Opri (University of Bergamo). 

The study has been headed by Giuseppe Pedeliento (Research fellow and Adjunct Professor of 

Marketing and Management in the same university) with Aurora Tucci and Sabrina Amato (research 

collaborators of the aforementioned research center).  

The data shown and analyzed in the chapter are drawn from a sample of 83 firms (38,2% of a 

population of 217) that compiled a semi-structured questionnaire created on purpose. Although the 

sample is non-probabilistic, it is anyway representative of the population from which it is drawn.  

 

                                                           
1 The authorship of this chapter is attributed to Giuseppe Pedeliento (Research Fellow at Department of 
Management, Economics and Quantitative Methods of the University of Bergamo. Member of research staff of 
ELab-Opri), Aurora Tucci and Sabrina Amato (research collaborators of Opri).  



 

 

 



 

The questionnaire consisted of 72 questions divided into three sections:  

 The first section is aimed at collecting demographic data and other general information about the 
firms.   

 The second, is aimed at understanding the current presence of firms worldwide, the market 
penetration strategies they pursue, the motives behind the firms’ strategic decision to 
internationalize, the use of services offered to businesses by local and national organizations, such 
as Confindustria, Oice, Italian Trade Agency, and future developments of their business abroad. 

 The third focuses only on those firms that do not internationalize yet, and is aimed at gauging their 
interest in setting business abroad and to highlight eventual obstacles to their penetration (if any). 

Once collected the data were fist analyzed using a descriptive statistical analysis. Then, a bi-variate 

cluster analysis was conducted to assess the existence of common patterns between in-cluster 

homogeneous groups of firms, and differences across clusters. Results of both levels of analysis are 

described in the following chapters. 

 

2. Internationalization of Design Services: Current and Future Trends2 

2.1. Description of the Sample: Sectors of Activity   

“General Building” and “Transportation” are the most important sectors of activity for engineering and 

architectural firms included in the sample. The class labeled “General Building” includes architectural 

and engineering services aimed at designing residential and non-residential buildings and other 

facilities. Firms declaring to operate in these sectors are respectively 33.3 and 16.4%. Other sectors of 

activity instead are comparatively less important. In descending order: “Water supply” (10.1%), 

“Power” (9%), “Urban Planning, Landscape Design, Industrial and Interior design” (8.4%) – which are 

core services composing the offer of architectural firms but also in some instances synergetic 

diversification of engineering firms – “Sewer/waste” (7.9%), “Industrial/petroleum” (5.8%), 

“Manufacturing” (3.2%), “Telecommunication” (2.6%), “Hazardous/waste” (1.6%), and “Other” (1.6%) 

(see figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 The classification of sectors was derived from the annual rankings of ENR - Engineering News Records - to 
ensure comparability of the sample with the elite of global design firms. “General Building” includes commercial 
buildings, offices, stores, educational facilities, government buildings, hospitals, medical facilities, hotels, 
apartments, and housing. “Transportation” includes airports, bridges, roads, canals, locks, dredging, marine 
facilities, piers, railroads, and tunnels.  “Industrial/Petroleum” comprises refineries, petrochemical plants, 
offshore facilities, and pipelines. “Power” comprises thermal and hydroelectric power plants, waste-to-energy 
plants, transmission lines, substations, cogeneration plants, etc. “Water Supply” includes dams, reservoirs, 
transmission pipelines, distribution mains, irrigation canals, desalination and water treatment plants, pumping 
stations, etc. “Sewer/Waste” includes sanitary and storm sewers, treatment plants, pumping plants, incinerators, 
industrial waste facilities, etc. An additional category has been added to represent the sectors of activity of 
architectural firm: “Urban planning, landscape design, industrial and interior design”. 



 

 

 



 

Figure 1 – Composition of The Sample: Sectors of Activity 

 

Source: Opri based on primary data   

 

2.2. Description of the Sample 

Small and medium firms (SMEs), which are the most widely diffused form of organization in the design 

services industry (in Italy at least), have the highest frequency in the sample. The class of firms from 2 

to 9 employees accounts form 18.1% of the sample. Firms that can count on a number of employees 

between 10 and 19 are 26.3%, while those that declare a staff between 20 and 49 units are 25.3%. The 

size class between 50 and 99 employees has a share by 1.5%. The sub-sample of large companies (over 

100 employees) gather together 15.7% of the sample (see figure 2).  

Figure 2 – Composition of The Sample: Organizational Sizes 

Source: Elaborations of OPRI on primary data   

 

2.3. The Internationalization of Italian Design Firms: When Did it Start? 

The Italian supply of engineering and architectural services shows a significant dynamism in foreign 
markets. 78.3% of the companies that took part to the survey claim to have a presence abroad. 
Internationalization took off especially from the early 2000 onwards (the percentage of companies 
that started operations abroad from 2000 onwards are 66.2% of the sample). The highest peak 
(23.1%) is recorded between 2009 and 2011 (when the domestic market was severely backlashed).  
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Firms that affirm they started operating in international markets in the five years period 2001-2005 
are 18.5%, while those who did it between 2006 and 2009 are 7.7%. Firms that internationalized in 
recent years, i.e. between 2012 and 2014 are 16.9% of the total sample. The most experienced firms, 
i.e. those who claim to work abroad for over 15 years, account for 33.9% of the sample, while firms 
that have an established presence outside of the domestic market for over 25 years account for 16.9%. 
Among these, 6.2% started approaching non-local markets between 1991 and 1995 and 10.8% 
between 1996 and 2000 (see Figure 3).  
 
Figure 3 – The Cumulative Presence of Italian Design Firms in International Markets

Source: Opri based on primary data 

 

2.4. Overseeing International Markets: Where and How 

To paint a more composite picture of the Italian design engineering and architectural firms’ presence 

worldwide, the globe was divided into seven identifiable areas: Europe (including both EU and non-EU 

countries), Middle East, Africa, Russia/CIS (Commonwealth Independent States), America, Asia, and 

Oceania. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they operate in each of the aforementioned 

areas and, within each, to mention the countries in which they have business relationships. We did not 

ask information about the amount of revenues each firm makes in each area or in each single country. 

Rather, we asked to indicate if they have current business activity in the area, in which countries, and 

to indicate which strategy they pursued to get access to each of the international markets they are in.   

According to the literature, we selected the following as the most important and frequently applied 

strategic options to penetrate non-local markets. Non-equity strategic partnerships with both local 

and non-local firms. This is a soft form of interfirm collaboration that does not require the 

establishment of a new-co, nor the formation of a joint capital reserve.  

The establishment of international joint ventures, i.e. special purpose vehicles (Spv) that differently 

from non-equity interfirm partnerships previously mentioned require the creation of a new company 

and the formation of a joint equity fund.  

The opening of a local firm in the host country (attached to the parent national organization). The 

establishment of a branch in the host country that acts on behalf of the Italian parent organization. The 

opening of representative offices, simple outposts whose purpose is to scrutinize local market 

opportunities. Foreign direct investment, namely the acquisition of a share or of the overall capital of 

an existing foreign company. 
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Data collected show Europe as the most important area for engineering and architectural firms. 73.8% 

of the firms composing the sample affirm to have business activities in the European continent. The 

most important European national markets are France (where 12% of the sample declare to have 

ongoing business activities), Romania (8.8%), Switzerland (8%), Germany and Bulgaria (7.2%), 

Albania (5.6%) and even the UK (5.6%) which is considered a difficult market. As far as the 

internationalization strategies are concerned, data show a predominant use of non-equity strategic 

partnership with local firms (used in the 36.5% of cases), followed by international joint ventures 

(20.3%), local firms (13.5%), local branches (13.5%) representative offices (8.1%). A significant 8.1% 

of companies affirm they got access to the European market through foreign direct investment, i.e. full 

or partial ownership of local companies. 

The motivations behind the absence of some firms in Europe (26.2%) are varied. Firms that stated not 

having any interest for the European market are the large majority (37.5%). Those that are instead 

interested to exploit market opportunities within the European market and that have just recently 

started to scout commercial opportunities in the area account for 25%. 12.5% of them declare they 

intend to export their services within 2017. Only 6.3% reveal they have agreements currently 

underway in selected European markets, and the same percentage (6.3%) is recorded for those 

declaring to be indirectly present in Europe through another company of the same group. 

The second area in order of importance is the Middle East (63.1% of firms declare to conduct business 

in this area). The most important national markets in Middle East are United Arab Emirates (18.2%), 

Qatar (12.1%), Saudi Arabia and Turkey (11.1%), Oman and Iraq (7.1%). Regarding firms’ strategies, 

non-equity strategic partnerships are preferred by 33.3% of the firms.  

Third is Africa (54.5% of the sample). Eastern Africa (37.2%) is the region where the majority of 

respondents settled their presence. It precedes Northern Africa (25.6%), Western Africa (20.9%) and 

Equatorial Africa (14%). Southern Africa instead is marginal (only 2.3%). The most important national 

market is Algeria (14%) while in other countries the presence of Italian engineering and architectural 

firms is more diluted. In terms of penetration strategies, the establishment of non-equity strategic 

partnerships features the highest frequency (28.8%), followed by joint ventures and local branches 

(18.6% both).  

Of the firms that do not operate in the African market yet (45.5% of the sample), 28.6% declare to 

have no interest, 25% claim to be interested and to foresee the beginning of activities in the African 

continent within 2017 and 17.9% affirm to have already started scouting market opportunities. Those 

that declared they already have ongoing negotiations locally account for 7.1%. Of the remaining 

shares, 7.1% affirmed they are potentially interested in this market although they did not have yet the 

opportunity to approach it. 3.6% asserted that they indirectly operate in the area through another 

company of the same group.  10.7% is instead the percentage of those that stated they tried to get 

access to the African market but gave up due to logistical problems and high geopolitical risks. 

Companies that signal their presence in Russia and in countries once belonging to Cis account for 

37.5% of the sample. In Russia, which is increasingly attractive for design firms (especially those 

supplying premium priced architectural services), 29.5% of respondents claim to be active. In addition 

other desirable  markets are Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan (15.9% both), Moldova, Ukraine and 

Turkmenistan (all 6.8%).  

 



 

 



 

Also in this region, internationalization strategies do not significantly differ. Non-equity strategic 

partnerships have the “lion's share” (37.1%) followed by international joint ventures (28.6%), local 

branches (14.3%) and local companies (11.4%). Less frequently adopted are representative offices 

(5.7%) and foreign direct investments (2.9%).  

Within the group of firms not present (62.5%), the vast majority (46.2%) affirm to have no interest in 

doing business in Russia/Cis. 10.3% of them claim to be interested but do not have yet identified any 

commercial opportunity to exploit. 41% is the share of those that are already scouting market 

opportunities in Russia/Cis, a half of which foresees the entrance within 2017.  

Not far from Russia (in terms of relative importance) is America (33.8%). The most significant 

concentration of Italian firms is found in the South (an area crowded by 65.6% of firms) while in the 

North - more difficult due to the competitiveness of local companies – just 24.1% of firms claim to have 

activities going on. Marginal is the share of Central America (just 10.1% of the sample are active in this 

region). 

The analysis by countries shows Chile, Brazil and the United States as the most attractive markets 

(with an incidence of 10.3% each). These, are followed by Argentina (8.6%), Colombia (8.6%) and 

Canada (6.9%). As for the penetration strategies pursued, there is a higher incidence of joint ventures 

(24.3%) compared to non-equity strategic partnerships (21.6%). These are followed by the relocation 

of foreign branches and by the creation of local companies (18.9% in both cases). Firms that accessed 

the American market through representative offices or through foreign direct investments account for 

8.1% each.   

Of the 66.2% of firms included in the sample that do not have yet an established presence in America, 

the absolute majority (52.4%) has no interest in this market. 9.5% “would like, but cannot” because of 

the lack of resources. Those that claim to have already approached the market and oversee the 

beginning of their businesses by 2017 are 21.4%. The remaining shares are distributed among firms 

that already operate in America through other companies belonging to the same group (4.8%), those 

that although not present have strategic agreements in the flow (2.4%), and those which find this 

market not attractive at all (14.3%).  

Sixth is Asia, where 30.8% of firms has established business activities. The Italian penetration is still 

underdeveloped if compared with the enormous opportunities that Asia offers. The most important 

Asian market is China (24.4% of companies claim to have business there), India and Malaysia (11.1%), 

Singapore and Vietnam (6.7%), Mongolia, Indonesia and Thailand (4.4%).  

As far as penetration strategies are concerned, the establishment of international joint ventures and 

non-equity strategic partnerships are the most frequently selected options (with the same incidence of 

24.4%). These, are followed by the opening of local companies (17.8%), the relocation of foreign 

branches (15.6 %), the opening of a representative office (8.9%), and the acquisition of a local firm 

(8.9%).  

Out of the many firms that still do not target the Asian market, 31% of them expect to do so by 2017. 

However, the percentage of firms that do not have interest toward Asia is still very high (52.4%).  

The last area is Oceania. This is a marginal market for Italian design firms (only 10.8% operate there) 

and 76.8% of respondents affirm that do not intend to set up business neither in the long nor in the 

short term. Companies that conduct business in the continent are either in Australia (85.7%) or New 

Zealand (14.3%).  



 

 



 

Figures 4 below show the relative weight of each of the seven macro area identified (i.e. Africa, 

America, Asia, Europe, Middle East, Oceania and Russia/CIS) on the overall presence of Italian firms 

worldwide.  

Figure 5 represents the internationalization strategies most frequently enacted by firms, and figure 6 

displays the main reasons cited by companies justifying their absence abroad.  

Figure 4 – Geographical Distribution of Italian Engineering and Architectural Firms  

Source: Opri based on primary data 

 

Figure 5 – Internationalization Strategies Pursued in International Markets 

Source: Elaborations of OPRI on primary data 

 

Figure 6 – Motivations Behind Firms’ Absence Abroad 

Source: Opri based on primary data  
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2.5. Drivers of Internationalization 

Besides the investigation of the geographical areas in which Italian engineering and architectural firms 

operate, and the strategies they pursue, two additional aspects are worth considering.  

The first concerns the reasons behind the firms’ decision to operate abroad. The second deals with the 

existence of collaborative relationships with external networks actors whose role is to encourage and 

facilitate the international expansion of Italian suppliers. 

As for the first aspect, the most frequently cited reason that led Italian engineering and architectural 

firms to internationalize is the lack of business opportunities in the domestic market. The poorness of 

the domestic market is in fact mentioned by 61.3% of the sample. Those that claimed to have 

expanded their business range outside of Italy in search of diversified opportunities account instead 

for 20% of the total. Those that chose to work abroad tempted by low entry barriers of foreign 

markets, or allured by a favorable legislation of the host country are respectively 3.8% and 2.5%. 

Residual (1.3%) is the share of firms that claim to have gone international to exploit the proximity of 

these markets to sources of supply (such as natural gas, petroleum or other raw materials). 7.5% is 

instead the share of companies affirming that they started internationalizing driven by their national 

network (clients in the first place).  

As far as the second aspect is concerned, i.e. the existence of network relationships with non-business 

actors whose role is primarily that of helping firms in their international expansion, 44.6% of firms 

surveyed claim to have benefited of these services. Partners have been mentioned directly by 

respondents. These include: external consultants, cited by 30.6% of the sample, Ita ex Ice, (22.2%), 

Oice (16.7%) Chambers of Commerce (11.1%). With a much lower percentage, rank other 

organizations such as Simest, embassies and consulates (with a cumulative frequency of 8.3%). 

 

3. Cluster Analysis 

To achieve a better understanding of internationalization, we performed a cluster analysis by applying 

two criterion variables as a basis for clusterization. This method allowed to divide the group of 83 

firms surveyed in two sub-samples homogeneous within group, but heterogeneous across groups.   

 The first criterion variable is the firms’ size. Companies were grouped into two sub-samples: one 
grouping together firms with a number of employees up to 50; the other, gathering together firms 
with a number of employees greater than 50 units; 

 The second criterion variable is the sector of activity. The sample has been hence split into 
architectural firm (41% of the sample) and engineering firms (59% of the sample). 

 

3.1. Comparing Small with Medium-Large Companies 

First of all the sample was split in two groups. A first including firms up to 50 employees (named as 

“small firms” from now on). A second grouping firms with more than 50 employees in staff (labelled 

“medium-large firms” from now on). The purpose of this analysis is to shed light on if and how 

organizational sizes impact on international performances achieved by engineering and architectural 

firms. This is especially relevant given the dimensional gap between Italian and other firms.   

 



 

 

 



 

3.1.1. Organizational Sizes and International Performances 

The results are of interest to understand firms’ behavioral patterns depending on organizational sizes. 

A first evidence is that 72.4% of small firms declare to have business activities outside of the domestic 

market. 92% instead is the percentage of medium-large companies that do business internationally. 

Thus, it is possible to state that firms’ sizes are an obstacle that can be overcome, as long as firms are 

able to adopt an internationalization strategy that fits with their organizational dimension.   

By comparing medium-large with small firms in terms of their cumulative experience in international 

markets, the results show great fluctuations for both types. 

Data show that small firms that operate abroad by almost 25 years (from 1990 onwards) are 

comparatively less than medium-large companies (14.3% for the former group against 21.7% of the 

latter). The percentage of those that have approached the international arena between 1996 and 2000, 

accounts for 4.8% in the segment of small firms and 8.7% in the segment of medium-large firms. Over 

the subsequent five years period (2000-2005), the number of firms that launched operations outside 

the domestic market increased significantly for both small and medium-large firms (16.7% the former, 

21.7% the latter). It is especially during the three years period 2009-2011 when the domestic market 

was depressed as never before – that Italian firms intensified their efforts in export markets. Medium-

large firms that have started their expansion abroad in this period are in fact 26.1%, compared with 

21.4% of those belonging to the cluster of firms accounting less than 50 employees.  If we draw an 

imaginary line at the end of 2001, it appears that engineering and architectural firms have massively 

started penetrating international markets from that year onwards, with the highest peak in 2008. This 

applies both to medium-large firms (60.9%), and to smaller ones (69%) (See Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 – The Cumulative Presence of Italian Design Firms in International Markets by Firms Size  

 

Source: Opri based on primary data 
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3.1.2. Organizational Sizes and Market Selection  

In the second step, the sub-samples of small and medium-large firms were benchmarked to unveil 

eventual differences in market selection depending on firms’ size. We thus looked at the presence of 

each type of firm in each of the macro-areas previously analyzed. The first empirical evidence is that 

medium-large firms have a thicker geographical presence than the smaller ones. Exceptions are 

Russia/Cis, Asia, and South America where the delta between medium-large and small firms is 

respectively 13.7, 4.5 and 3.4 percentage points in favor of the latter. However there are also some 

qualitative judgments in favor of small firms. In Africa for example (where risks abound) small firms 

oversee 21 countries, compared to 34 for medium-large (on a potential market of 54 countries) and 

are present in some where medium-large firms are absent. Specifically: Sudan, Mali, Liberia, Djibouti, 

Malawi and Namibia.  

Another area where there are significant differences across sub-samples is Europe. Although small 

firms declare a presence in a fewer number of countries compared to medium-large firms (18 for the 

former group, against 30 countries for the latter), small firms show commercial dynamism especially 

in those European markets that are traditionally considered more difficult to penetrate. Such as France 

(where the percentage of small companies operating in the market account for 17.3%, compared to 

8.1% of medium-large firms), Germany (7.8% against 6.8%), Switzerland (11.8% against 5.4%), and 

even the UK, where the frequency of small firms present in the country accounts for 5.9 percentage 

points, about 0.5% more that the frequency of medium-large firms. 

In the Middle East, the leading country is the United Arab Emirates (Uae) for both small and medium-

large firms. 18% of small firms and 14.3% of medium-large companies declare to have a presence in 

the Uae. In the Middle East firms with more than 50 employees are mainly concentrated in Turkey 

(15.9% of firms belonging to the medium-large sub-sample), Saudi Arabia (14.3%), Qatar (11.1%), 

Oman (7.9%), and Iraq (7.9%). For small firms instead, besides the aforementioned market of the Uae, 

the most important countries in order of importance are Turkey and Qatar (10.6% in both countries), 

Saudi Arabia (9.1%), Egypt and Oman (7.6% for both).  

In America (especially in the South) medium-large firms are more present. The percentage of small 

and medium-large firms that have operations in South America are respectively 66.7% and 64.3%. For 

large companies, the most important national markets are Chile (17.9%), Argentina, Colombia and 

Ecuador (7.1% each). In North America instead, while Canada and the US are respectively overseen by 

14.3% and 10.7% of medium-large companies (small being absent). Central America in turn, appears 

to be of interest for small firms and neglected by medium-large. Paraguay, Guatemala, Nicaragua and 

Panama are selected markets for firms with less than 50 employees, while none of the medium-large 

included in the sample have businesses there.  

As regards the Russia/Cis market, the companies’ size seem to have an effect in their strategic choices. 

In fact, while Russia is penetrated by 22.7% of medium-large companies, the percentage rises to 36.4% 

for firms with less than 50 employees. In descending order of importance the highest concentration of 

small firms (besides the aforementioned Russia) are featured in Azerbaijan (18.2%), Kazakhstan 

(13.6%) and Moldova (9.1%). Medium-large firms instead, excluding Russia, are especially present in 

Kazakhstan (18.2% of the sample declares to have a presence in this latter country), Azerbaijan and 

Ukraine (13.6%), Georgia and Turkmenistan (9.1%), Armenia, Kyrgyzstan and Moldova (4.5%). 

Finally, in Asia, the Southeast is the main destination for Italian engineering and architectural firms 

with an incidence of 40% for small and 41.4% for medium-large firms. In China, it is worth noting that 

while 20% of small firms declare to have business operations, the percentage drops to 13.8% for those 



 

with over 50 employees. In India the frequency of medium-large firms claiming a presence is 13.8%, 

compared to a more limited 11.4% of those with a staff up to 50 employees (see figure 8).  

Figure 8 – Global breakdown by Firms’ Size  

Source: Elaborations of OPRI on primary data 

 

3.1.3. Organizational Sizes and Internationalization Strategies 

The aim of this paragraph is to unveil the existence (if any) of different internationalization strategies 

pursued by companies depending on firms’ size. Data show that both small and medium-large firms 

are keener to use non-equity strategic partnerships in every geographical area, except for Asia and 

America for the former, and Asia and America for the latter. In these areas, firms are more willing to 

secure international joint ventures, to establish a local company, or to set up a local branch (regardless 

of organizational sizes). Without these exceptions, no significant differences in the internationalization 

strategies pursued by companies exist depending on firms’ size. What significantly unites them is the 

clear preference in almost all markets for the use of non-equity strategic partnerships: a market entry 

strategy that is undoubtedly less demanding in terms of financial resources, less risky and less 

irreversible than equity-based agreements of foreign direct investments (see Figure 9).  

Figure 9 – International Strategies by Firms’ Size 

Source: Elaborations of OPRI on primary data 
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4. Future Perspectives 

Data collected from the sample of 83 engineering and architectural firms that took part to this 

research anticipate further developments of the Italian supply of design services in international 

markets. 62.2% of engineering firms included in the sample stated they will continue to exploit 

international market opportunities. A similar proportion (55.6%) is found for the group of 

architectural firms. Engineering firms are devoting particular attention to Europe and Africa (22.9% of 

engineering firms affirm these markets as their main commercial targets), Middle East (20%), Asia 

(17.1%) and South America (11.4%). Architectural firms instead, intend to increase their presence in 

the Middle East (28% of companies), in Asia and Europe (16%), Africa, South America, and Russia/Cis 

(12%).  

For the upcoming future, architectural firms foresee a faster penetration of foreign markets. 93.3% of 

architectural firms included in the sample expect to get access in selected markets within 2017, while 

engineering companies protract their predictions up to 2020. Thus, the Italian presence of design 

firms worldwide is expected to have a further boost within the two years. This is especially true if the 

previously explained evidence is looked in tandem with the internationalization intentions of those 

firms that still do not operate outside the domestic market. 83.3% of non-exporting engineering firms 

declared to be interested in extending their range of activity outside national borders, against the 

totality of architectural firms. To achieve this result, 90% of engineering firms and 83.3% of 

architectural firms that are still “domestic”, declared that they have already started scouting 

commercial opportunities in selected foreign markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

The Top 100 Engineering Firms 
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Firm 

Revenues 
2014 

2013 
Var % 
'14/13 

% 
abro
ad 

2014 

Ebitda 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Net 
Profit 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Net 
Debt 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Equity 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

1 3 Tecnomare ** (1) 100.118 90.163 11,0 24,9 12.668 42,8 7.495 106,8 28.064 -17,3 11.097 50,9 

2 5 D'Appolonia (o) (2) 95.263 48.975 94,5 29,7 11.352 71,1 3.709 ns -10.190 -4,0 31.409 57,7 

3 2 Proger (o) (3) (4) 95.132 91.456 4,0 85,9 4.024 -25,4 1.205 12,4 9.817 5,3 14.382 100,4 

4 1 Spea (o) (5)  79.045 90.484 -12,6 3,7 19.027 -25,5 9.772 -27,5 -4.917 -81,1 60.132 19,4 

5 4 Technital (o)  44.305 51.169 -13,4 47,7 2.767 -45,2 1.575 -27,9 -5.120 40,0 10.721 -1,6 

6 10 Mwh   43.705 34.604 26,3 4,0 641 62,3 98 ns -1.678 -49,3 4.762 2,1 

7 11 Italconsult (o) (6)  40.986 32.821 24,9 86,1 8.793 52,3 6.805 148,4 1.728 ns 32.067 15,9 

8 7 Geodata (c) (o) 39.931 40.989 -2,6 91,0 5.298 9,1 1.076 ns 24.744 3,5 25.904 6,1 

9 8 
Agriconsulting (c) (o) 

(g) 
38.505 39.453 -2,4 67,3 2.695 27,9 86 ns 20.399 2,4 17.797 0,0 

10 6 Sina (o) (7) 34.008 41.698 -18,4 - 3.905 -25,0 3.055 -59,0 -18.368 -10,2 61.696 -2,9 

11 13 Jacobs Italia (o) (s) 29.307 28.638 2,3 21,2 2.160 16,4 901 -21,7 -4.346 -79,4 3.912 29,9 

12 14 Enereco 28.343 27.755 2,1 39,1 5.316 23,9 3.356 33,6 -4.294 3,3 14.476 10,7 

13 15 Golder Associates 27.873 26.056 7,0 23,8 105 -85,4 -2.126 ns -10 63,0 5.417 7,4 

14 18 
Net Engineering 

International (c) (o) 
(8) 

25.283 24.482 3,3 84,6 -85 96,6 21 ns -15.788 ns 18.998 0,1 

15 12 Sipal (o) (9) 25.055 28.861 -13,2 - 1.626 -31,7 94 -85,2 9.055 66,7 7.711 1,2 

16 20 Sineco (o) (7) 23.984 21.301 12,6 - 4.903 6,3 2.441 9,9 -2.130 -34,8 9.342 5,0 

17 21 Dba Group (c) (o) (10) 23.697 20.354 16,4 4,2 1.607 76,0 149 ns 3.799 16,2 7.290 2,1 

18 39 
F&M Ingegneria (c) 

(o) (11) 
23.589 15.435 52,8 16,2 3.800 36,2 2.179 -39,3 -5.962 -18,5 6.722 7,6 

19 9 Studio Altieri (12) (o) 23.388 35.427 -34,0 34,6 -184 93,7 -3.143 52,6 15.959 2,7 5.645 -35,8 

20 26 Manens - Tifs (4) (13) 23.206 14.418 61,0 nd 1.435 38,4 211 ns -4.637 ns 3.398 -14,6 

21 19 
3ti Progetti Italia (c) 

(o) (14) (15) 
22.847 21.543 6,1 44,1 3.603 27,3 560 ns 4.387 48,5 3.683 16,7 

22 16 Thetis (o) (16) 20.319 25.095 -19,0 6,2 3.920 -36,7 274 -81,7 22 -75,0 16.243 1,7 

23 24 
Adr Engineering (o) 

(5) 
19.769 16.556 19,4 nd 7.366 31,1 4.605 40,6 -26 88,1 10.830 74,0 

24 17 Artelia Italia (o) (17) 19.394 24.791 -21,8 - 535 -19,4 110 -48,6 -2.092 26,5 1.739 0,6 

25 25 
Sgi Studio Galli 

Ingegneria (o) (18) 
17.068 15.608 9,4 93,6 658 ns 56 ns 5.737 -25,4 2.064 ns 

26 - eFM (c) 16.968 17.044 -0,4 4,5 2.849 -6,4 1.004 -12,9 -3.237 0,4 10.168 11,0 

27 23 Urs Italia (15) 15.591 16.602 -6,1 23,4 1.107 ns 116 ns -241 80,9 1.000 13,1 

28 28 Erm Italia (m) 14.383 14.105 2,0 48,0 456 7,5 174 23,4 -668 -13,4 991 21,3 

29 34 Ingegneria Spm 14.338 11.789 21,6 - 1.744 28,1 -1.057 ns 1.651 -44,7 5.387 ns 

30 30 Elc - Electroconsult 13.750 13.057 5,3 99,8 678 -10,8 53 -76,5 -5.150 ns 2.147 31,0 

31 35 Rpa  13.651 11.765 16,0 nd 514 -28,5 15 50,0 2.831 -16,7 2.757 0,5 

32 32 Ambiente (o) (a) 13.643 12.817 6,4 8,0 1.569 -12,7 338 8,0 -1.205 ns 7.741 4,4 

33 27 Lotti Ingegneria (o) 13.026 14.231 -8,5 78,5 1.096 -7,4 10 -65,5 2.905 -14,2 6.539 0,2 

34 31 Rocksoil (o) (s) (19) 12.824 12.913 -0,7 25,0 1.605 -35,7 880 -28,5 3.517 77,7 3.487 -0,1 

35 22 
Ets - Engineering 

Technical Services 
(20) 

12.739 18.747 -32,0 nd -5.200 -70,7 -7.889 ns -152 96,2 9.460 -37,7 

36 36 Ramboll Environ  12.300 11.737 4,8 6,0 790 -21,9 272 -35,1 -758 -52,8 5.088 5,6 

37 38 Ird Engineering (o) 11.988 11.110 7,9 95,8 301 50,5 271 148,6 -1.989 -21,6 793 51,9 

38 29 Politecnica (o) (a) 11.776 13.562 -13,2 8,4 554 -2,1 10 -77,8 4.800 37,5 3.569 0,4 

39 43 Cooprogetti (o) (a) 10.649 10.032 6,2 25,4 239 -26,2 90 3,4 1.176 -62,7 3.965 -0,5 

40 33 Intertecno (o) 10.302 12.087 -14,8 51,0 658 -33,1 -465 ns -3.357 -79,2 3.902 -10,6 

41 41 Agrotec (o) 10.051 10.292 -2,3 nd 782 11,9 453 6,6 -2.478 ns 1.081 29,8 

42 47 
Studio Ing. G. 

Pietrangeli 
9.959 8.433 18,1 nd 3.914 50,2 2.612 63,6 nd nd 11.984 20,3 

43 57 
Holding di Ingegneria 

(o) (21) (22) 
9.909 6.194 60,0 0,0 -554 ns 597 ns -121 ns 6.157 10,7 



 

44 49 Aecom Italy (l) (s) 9.882 8.097 22,0 18,2 -1.794 23,3 -2.305 16,4 29 -97,9 2.853 146,4 

45 46 Tecnosistem  9.440 8.566 10,2 2,3 491 -12,8 254 ns 1.766 -20,8 5.415 4,9 

46 45 Aic Progetti (o)  9.251 9.255 0,0 99,5 747 26,6 63 1,6 1.563 92,5 4.262 0,3 

47 51 Sws Engineering (o) 8.545 7.173 19,1 27,2 606 ns 51 ns 1.468 20,2 1.833 66,6 

48 52 Gpa Ingegneria  8.107 6.981 16,1 nd 2.209 116,4 1.258 146,7 nd nd 1.287 143,3 

49 42 Musinet Engineering  7.736 10.245 -24,5 nd 692 -63,5 320 -71,9 -22 ns 7.016 -0,3 

50 53 Arup Italia (m) 7.642 6.922 10,4 55,3 -480 39,8 -741 21,9 -654 6,8 2.731 ns 

51 50 Pro Iter (o) 7.487 8.040 -6,9 nd 2.451 -26,1 1.677 -23,1 -5.176 ns 4.167 4,4 

52 55 Bonifica (o) (21) (22) 6.603 6.578 0,4 57,0 976 18,6 30 7,1 -250 66,1 5.587 0,5 

53 37 Infraengineering (23) 6.597 11.116 -40,7 nd 728 -86,3 485 -86,1 -240 63,9 6.736 7,8 

54 - 
Anas International 

Enterprise (24) 
6.592 3.247 103,0 

100,
0 

428 108,8 124 29,2 -933 53,2 3.209 4,0 

55 56 Nier Ingegneria 5.951 6.561 -9,3 nd 324 -28,6 89 -16,8 711 47,2 2.605 3,5 

56 59 Aicom (o) 5.760 6.122 -5,9 nd 330 -34,7 1 -98,6 nd nd 1.129 -5,4 

57 70 
Studio Geotecnico 

Italiano (o) (22)  
5.476 4.982 9,9 36,2 260 -9,1 69 -26,6 -239 ns 2.774 2,6 

58 67 Tre Esse Engineering  5.360 5.293 1,3 nd 603 ns 228 -69,3 485 ns 1.021 28,6 

59 66 
Ingenieurteam 
Bergmeister  

5.257 5.337 -1,5 nd 369 20,2 82 64,0 -465 28,5 329 33,2 

60 60 
Ativa Engineering (o) 

(25) 
5.227 6.087 -14,1 nd 517 -72,2 313 -73,4 -994 -3,0 8.650 3,8 

61 68 Tecon (o) 5.164 5.181 -0,3 57,6 479 57,0 133 87,3 -911 
-

131,2 
2.937 4,7 

62 64 Alpina (o) 4.963 5.437 -8,7 38,3 177 -0,6 -13 ns 625 ns 1.374 -1,0 

63 77 Esa Engineering  4.841 4.311 12,3 36,8 309 85,0 4 -73,3 1.217 -10,1 337 0,9 

64 69 
Ariatta Ingegneria dei 

Sistemi (26) 
4.825 5.050 -4,5 5,8 401 -26,2 218 -26,4 -1.116 16,8 291 -31,4 

65 48 Sics Ingegneria (o) 4.820 8.313 -42,0 - -837 ns -1.106 ns -10 ns 269 -80,4 

66 83 
Save Engineering (o) 

(27) 
4.817 3.906 23,3 nd 513 8,5 190 -33,3 0 ns 1.158 19,6 

67 61 Mpartner  4.794 6.029 -20,5 nd 192 -10,3 25 -34,2 -1.417 -40,2 308 8,8 

68 58 Tecnic (o) 4.780 6.155 -22,3 nd 68 -40,9 12 -7,7 1.061 ns 651 1,9 

69 54 Tecno Habitat (o) 4.776 6.868 -30,5 nd -105 ns -181 ns -146 ns 367 5,5 

70 78 Progin  4.756 4.295 10,7 41,7 368 -26,0 154 ns -103 -30,4 3.607 1,8 

71 89 Steam (o) 4.671 3.833 21,9 7,4 279 74,4 32 ns -84 ns 537 0,4 

72 71 Sti Engineering  4.621 4.573 1,0 nd 357 113,8 54 ns 730 -39,4 361 17,6 

73 - Acquatecno  4.606 3.026 52,2 nd 1.183 122,4 518 ns 1.739 ns 5.422 10,6 

74 84 MB Progetti (o) 4.511 3.906 15,5 nd 319 17,3 11 120,0 1.596 19,7 475 23,7 

75 91 Prisma Engineering  4.499 3.778 19,1 nd 384 16,0 32 ns  nd 2.052 -5,4 

76 - Bms Progetti (4) 4.463 2.713 64,5 nd 223 ns 42 ns 1.322 77,7 429 10,9 

77 72 Hydrodata (o) 4.461 4.553 -2,0 nd 277 1,5 -70 ns 2.202 -14,9 3.072 -2,2 

78 76 Via Ingegneria (o) (4) 4.269 4.341 -1,7 nd 216 -29,9 107 -37,8 -1.237 -40,4 872 14,0 

79 86 Team Engineering  4.233 3.886 8,9 nd 235 43,3 22 -76,3 nd nd 786 2,7 

80 75 Systra-Sotecni (o) 4.232 4.430 -4,5 50,9 147 -56,6 16 45,5 -70 36,4 4.674 47,8 

81 95 Sintagma (o) 4.130 3.648 13,2 9,8 849 125,8 430 ns -722 35,7 5.546 7,9 

82 74 Sintel Engineering (o) 4.124 4.451 -7,3 nd 829 -19,4 264 -12,3 -1.793 
-

124,7 
1.709 18,3 

83 80 
Napoli Metro 

Engineering (28) 
3.970 4.220 -5,9 - 183 50,0 276 -14,0 -2.587 -44,6 11.242 0,2 

84 - Arcoengineering (29) 3.924 1.127 ns nd 322 ns 169 ns -148 ns 362 87,6 

85 - Tauw Italia  3.847 2.978 29,2 nd 173 ns 52 36,8 85 -69,8 802 6,9 

86 - Ce.A.S. 3.819 2.978 28,2 nd 503 63,8 301 73,0 2 -77,8 1.258 31,5 

87 63 Montana (o) 3.817 5.442 -29,9 nd -110 ns -457 ns 1.296 -12,5 335 -57,6 

88 92 J&A Consultants (26) 3.739 3.776 -1,0 nd 192 46,6 -18 66,7 nd nd 131 -12,1 

89 90 Lombardi Ingegneria  3.642 3.825 -4,8 nd 220 -31,0 61 -67,7 -548 -14,4 1.613 3,9 

90 - Enser (o) 3.633 3.221 12,8 nd 103 -8,0 11 -59,3 -354 32,3 677 1,7 

91 - Softec (o) 3.611 3.473 4,0 nd 1.480 0,7 964 -1,6 nd nd 982 -1,7 

92 85 Ets (o) 3.610 3.892 -7,2 nd 403 6,3 36 24,1 1.756 14,8 704 5,4 

93 87 Cilento Ingegneria (o) 3.529 3.864 -8,7 nd 184 -67,6 181 -48,9 -1.208 -48,0 702 -19,5 

94 - Sce Project 3.431 1.428 140,3 nd 74 -14,0 4 -33,3 nd nd 43 10,3 

95 - Beta Progetti 3.426 3.119 9,8 nd 109 -25,9 11 -68,6 nd nd 1.269 1,1 

96 - Deerns Italia 3.402 2.917 16,6 nd -94 ns -258 -75,5 84 ns 1.780 -12,6 



 

97 98 Ec Harris Italia  3.388 3.362 0,8 nd 354 37,7 147 -7,0 -583 -70,5 723 25,5 

98 - Erre.Vi.A. (o) 3.351 3.215 4,2 nd 139 -48,5 21 110,0 -144 -16,1 144 16,1 

99 
10
0 

Enerplan 3.236 3.304 -2,1 nd 857 -7,8 985 99,4 -761 ns 2.178 36,8 

10
0 

73 Idest (o) 3.190 4.535 -29,7 nd 165 -46,8 21 -79,2 402 -25,7 898 2,4 

Totale 1.478.801 1.418.611 4,2 30,2 142.614 6,7 47.447 21,5 38.901 -59,0 598.334 10,8 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets                  ns = not significant           na = not available 

(**) Ifrs balance sheet; (a) associated with Lega delle Cooperative; (c) consolidated data; (o) associated with Oice; (m) balance 
closed on 31st March 2014; (g) balance closed on 30th June 2014; (s) balance closed on 30st September 2014; (1) Eni group; (2) 
Rina group, D’Appolonia in January 2014 merged Projenia, C-Engineering and the engineering division of Rina Services. In 2015 
acquired Sembenelli Consulting and Seatech; (3) in February 2015 Simest acquired 27.4% of Proger. The majority (67.9%) is 
controlled by Proger Ingegneria (59.6% Proger Managers & Partners, 30.4% tifs Partecipazioni and 10% Recchi); (4) Proger, Manens 
Tifs, Bms Progetti and Via Ingegneria arrange Ennesys; (5) Atlantia/Autostrade per l’Italia group. In May 2015 Spea and Adr 
Engineering merged in Spea Engineering; (6) acquired by Bevilacqua Engineering Group and Intesa Sanpaolo in December 2012, it 
merged A&S e Sis; (7) Gavio group; (8) consolidates the german company Spiekermann; (9) Fininc group, it’s in consortium Sis; (10) 
consolidates Dba Progetti, Dba Lab and Igm Engineering. In Febraury 2015 acquired the slovenian company Actual It; (11) former 
Favero & Milan, consolidates the german company F&M Retail; (12) merged Svei in April 2013; (13) born from the merger of 
Manens Intertecnica and Tifs Ingegneria in December 2009; (14) controls Girpa, acquired Idroesse Infrastrutture in January 2013, 
sold it to Ingegneri Associati Infrastrutture in July 2013 and rented its “project financing” branch in November 2013; (13) in 2014 3ti 
Progetti acquired the “Italian road business” division from Urs Uk; (16) controlled by Consorzio Venezia Nuova but on sale; (17) 
renamed after the merge of the French controller Coteba with Sogreah in March 2010. In Febraury 2015 acquired Intertecno; (18) 
controlled by Castore 1; (19) Immobiliare San Marco group; (20) former Elettra Energia, sold Iss International in November 2012; 
(21) in June 2014 Bonifica Italia changed its name in Bonifica while Bonifica (that controls Bonifica Italia) in Holding di Ingegneria; 
(22) Tili group; (23) Toto Holding group; (24) Anas group, born in June 2012; (25) Ativa group - Autostrada Torino Ivrea Valle 
d’Aosta; (26) Ariatta, J&A, Redesco e Starching arrange consortium Maestrale; (27) controlled by Aeroporto Marco Polo; (28) 
Metropolitana Milanese group; (29) controlled by Arcotecnicagroup, all the companies of the group together have 2014 revenues 
of 22.3 million.     
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Firm Revenues 2014 2013 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

% 
abroad 
2014 

Ebitda 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Net 
Profit 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Net 
Debt 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Equity 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

1 1 
Renzo Piano Building 

Workshop (1) 
11.685 9.783 19,4 72,3 3.104 ns 1.822 ns -2.856 -13,2 6.740 37,0 

2 7 
Antonio Citterio Patricia 

Viel and Partners (2) 
8.601 5.331 61,3 71.2 296 2,1 257 90,4 -1.361 ns 1.111 30,1 

3 2 
Antonio Citterio Patricia 

Viel Interiors (2) 
8.227 9.064 -9,2 83,9 254 -49,6 290 16,0 -153 27,1 913 46,8 

4 3 Studio Baciocchi 7.436 7.769 -4,3 nd 2.661 -18,7 1.599 -23,2 nd nd 3.269 -6,9 

5 9 One Works (o) (3) 6.756 5.004 35,0 55,4 834 43,5 155 ns 2.107 -7,3 1.282 13,8 

6 5 Pininfarina Extra  6.510 5.520 17,9 45,0 2.248 20,5 1.401 29,1 -3.518 0,5 5.686 7,5 

7 6 Hydea (o) (4) 5.758 5.365 7,3 nd 451 84,8 347 -18,4 -2.432 -59,3 3.404 9,4 

8 8 Lombardini22 (5)  5.173 5.017 3,1 8,5 283 15,5 113 -85,8 -141 36,2 1.925 -8,9 

9 12 Progetto Cmr (6) 5.129 4.412 16,3 nd 216 ns 20 ns nd nd 1.017 -5,8 

10 33 Cremonesi Workshop  4.814 2.233 115,6 nd 606 ns 280 ns 221 ns 2070 15,6 

11 10 Starching (7) 4.610 4.704 -2,0 nd 359 -11,4 110 7,8 862 18,7 673 19,5 

12 22 
David Chipperfield 

Architects  
4.409 2.914 51,3 - 1.053 83,4 663 ns -592 ns 942 ns 

13 16 Matteo Thun & Partners 4.249 3.490 21,7 nd 707 128,8 275 ns nd nd 652 72,9 

14 14 
Architetto Michele De 

Lucchi 
4.116 3.691 11,5 nd 385 30,1 204 25,2 -651 32,0 2.451 9,0 

15 85 
Fuksas Architecture (o) 

(8) 
4.041 780 ns nd 1.461 ns 893 ns nd nd 1.056 ns 

16 - Tekne  3.834 3.735 2,7 nd 182 ns 48 ns 225 -56,9 369 15,0 

17 11 General Planning (o) 3.755 4.440 -15,4 nd 147 -11,4 19 137,5 334 -41,3 506 3,9 

18 18 Degw Italia (5) 3.256 3.407 -4,4 nd 429 92,4 266 116,3 16 ns 504 111,8 

19 13 Lissoni Associati (9) 3.193 4.095 -22,0 42,9 808 1,9 444 3,7 -629 -3,1 2.232 24,8 

20 20 Open Project 3.092 3.214 -3,8 9,0 49 -49,5 46 21,1 -39 86,0 420 12,3 

21 17 Piuarch (10) 2.862 3.453 -17,1 nd -48 ns -55 ns nd nd 155 -26,2 

22 36 Studio Urquiola 2.841 1.967 44,4 nd 662 ns 355 ns -351 ns 854 71,1 

23 - Libeskind Design (11) 2.819 605 ns nd 1293 ns 920 ns -970 nd 964 ns 

24 24 
Aegis Cantarelli & 

Partners 
2.703 2.843 -4,9 nd 217 -10,7 50 -15,3 -465 -19,8 358 16,2 

25 34 Mario Cucinella Architects 2.546 2.195 16,0 nd 81 -39,1 8 60,0 601 -37,8 172 4,9 

26 19 
Sistema Duemila Partners 

(12) 
2.493 3.345 -25,5 nd 145 40,8 18 -41,9 241 ns 298 6,4 

27 - Lissoni Architettura (9) 2.469 2.031 21,6 85,0 404 -35,0 241 -31,1 -567 nd 560 19,1 

28 23 Polistudio Aes (13) 2.446 2.898 -15,6 nd 209 -25,1 13 44,4 860 -8,3 911 34,0 

29 4 
Massimiliano e Doriana 
Fuksas Design (o) (8) 

2.399 6.293 -61,9 nd -287 ns -371 ns nd nd 34 -98,1 

30 15 
Global Planning 

Associates  
2.369 3.514 -32,6 3,6 84 10,5 40 -2,4 -1.148 33,5 123 46,4 

31 27 Archest 2.294 2.521 -9,0 40,0 nd nd 310 ns -148 nd 609 ns 

32 39 Land Milano (14) 2.238 1.821 22,9 11,0 99 10,0 10 150,0 767 -8,5 151 7,1 

33 25 Alberto Izzo & Partners  2.236 2.637 -15,2 71,4 162 -82,7 12 -97,9 -280 27,3 346 -43,1 

34 32 Cairepro (a) (15) 2.219 2.341 -5,2 nd 66 34,7 6 100,0 52 ns 408 0,0 

35 30 5+1 AA (o) (16) 2.048 2.469 -17,1 nd 119 6,3 16 ns 696 nd 46 58,6 

36 38 Fortebis (17) 2.001 1.834 9,1 nd 397 19,9 228 18,1 -231 36,5 403 4,1 

37 - Studio Muzi & Associati 1.960 2.022 -3,1 1,2 641 -3,8 395 -4,4 -292 -35,8 710 -0,7 

38 45 Beretta Associati (o) 1.927 1.615 19,3 nd 76 ns 41 ns 273 -14,2 789 5,5 

39 41 Goring & Straja Studio  1.830 1.780 2,8 nd 39 ns 44 ns -401 ns 630 7,5 

40 57 Sering 1.802 1.308 37,8 nd 143 0,0 7 ns 412 -48,9 216 3,3 

41 44 
Vudafieri Saverino 

Partners  
1.764 1.626 8,5 87,1 106 ns 53 ns 126 ns 285 -10,9 



 

42 29 Studio Amati (o) (18) 1.762 2.511 -29,8 nd 251 -21,8 40 -75,3 207 -78,9 1.820 -14,2 

43 53 Gruppo Spa  1.747 1.442 21,2 nd 389 ns 196 ns 1101 84,4 347 129,8 

44 35 Iosa Ghini Associati (19) 1.648 1.971 -16,4 nd 351 -33,9 206 -43,3 -3.130 13,8 1.001 25,9 

45 51 Destudio (o)  1.635 1.490 9,7 nd 111 50,0 18 28,6 297 ns 219 9,0 

46 43 Cotefa  1.615 1.631 -1,0 nd -157 ns -143 ns -363 34,1 389 -26,9 

47 31 Cspe (20) 1.612 2.371 -32,0 nd 177 -44,9 115 -45,2 -377 55,9 125 -43,2 

48 49 Silvano Buzzi & Associati 1.576 1.539 2,4 - -72 ns -587 ns 2.618 119,1 208 -73,8 

49 42 Garretti Associati (s) 1.564 1.756 -10,9 nd -75 23,5 -81 1,2 -933 -70,9 782 -8,0 

50 86 Genius Loci Architettura  1.556 717 117,0 nd 166 ns 106 ns -290 -56,8 363 41,2 

51 46 Asa Albanese 1.553 1.612 -3,7 nd 156 -7,7 26 -55,2 nd nd 765 3,5 

52 60 Park Associati 1.544 1.267 21,9 nd 204 -1,9 108 0,9 -37 -94,7 253 15,0 

53 55 Wip Architetti (21) 1.530 1.362 12,3 nd 25 -53,7 6 0,0 76 -50,0 188 3,9 

54 58 
Chapman Taylor Architetti 

(g) (o) 
1.527 1.300 17,5 nd 163 ns 114 ns nd nd 194 142,5 

55 - ProArch Bcd 1.501 1.139 31,8 - 144 21,0 6 -50,0 875 -14,4 147 4,3 

56 - 
Dante O. Benini & 

Partners 
1.493 505 ns nd 46 ns 5 ns 28 ns 15 50,0 

57 62 Dlc (22) 1.358 1.184 14,7 nd -14 72,0 -542 -35,8 871 -8,2 80 -87,1 

58 52 Studio Marco Piva  1.246 1.447 -13,9 nd 75 -17,6 -6 ns 222 -5,9 157 -3,7 

59 92 Sgs Architetti 1.231 681 80,8 nd 64 ns 55 ns 1.395 ns 117 88,7 

60 26 Urb.A.M. 1.223 2.524 -51,5 nd 22 -97,3 -179 ns 2.348 nd 273 -50,5 

61 - Coima Image 1.217 583 108,7 nd 262 ns 265 ns -431 ns 314 ns 

62 48 Cino Zucchi Architetti 1.215 1.545 -21,4 4,4 -126 ns -100 ns -119 -98,3 404 -19,2 

63 50 Presint Engineering (23) 1.194 1.530 -22,0 nd 155 -8,3 2 -71,4 657 -27,7 69 3,0 

64 67 Archirivolto  1.190 1.053 13,0 nd 164 -23,7 56 -9,7 146 78,0 82 -18,0 

65 - 
Libeskind Architettura 

(11) 
1.176 545 115,8 nd 374 ns 232 ns -42 73,6 271 ns 

66 54 Carlo Ratti Associati 1.174 1.363 -13,9 nd 125 -18,3 3 -85,0 -179 -19,3 534 ns 

67 61 
Progettisti Associati 

Tecnarc (o) (24) 
1.169 1.210 -3,4 nd -97 ns -22 60,0 371 ns 453 -4,6 

68 40 Archea Associati (25) 1.155 1.783 -35,2 nd 78 129,4 -17 79,5 nd nd 203 -7,7 

69 59 Rossiprodi Associati 1.112 1.279 -13,1 nd 36 -2,7 16 -11,1 nd nd 112 17,9 

70 63 Coprat (a) 1.101 1.136 -3,1 nd 68 9,7 4 -20,0 nd nd 231 -12,2 

71 82 D2u - Design to Users  1.081 832 29,9 nd 30 -21,1 15 -25,0 nd nd 135 12,5 

72 72 Canali Associati 1.080 933 15,8 nd 156 62,5 73 52,1 -922 -59,2 883 9,0 

73 74 Stefano Boeri Architetti 1.074 895 20,0 nd 42 2,4 14 7,7 nd nd 45 45,2 

74 69 T.A. (26) 1.045 1.041 0,4 nd 85 11,8 16 ns 531 21,0 30 130,8 

75 79 
Abdr Architetti Associati 

(o) (27) 
1.031 848 21,6 nd 172 20,3 28 ns 870 34,1 84 50,0 

76 56 Nemesi & Partners (28) 995 1.338 -25,6 nd 41 -85,7 -5 ns nd nd 198 -2,5 

77 28 Rsg (o) 994 2.519 -60,5 40,4 -14 ns -147 ns 15 ns 414 -26,1 

78 81 
Studio Valle Progettazioni 

(o) (29) 
955 840 13,8 nd 50 -74,9 -40 -21,2 281 15,6 75 -34,8 

79 77 
Simone Micheli 

Architectural Hero 
948 866 9,5 nd 356 17,9 204 14,6 nd nd 217 13,6 

80 73 
Pica Ciamarra Associati 

(30) 
945 907 4,2 nd 63 -25,9 24 -29,4 -6 93,8 1.102 2,2 

81 68 Leonardo  934 1.047 -10,8 nd 61 -55,8 2 -93,1 937 5,2 57 29,5 

82 95 Dordoni Architetti 898 651 37,9 nd 50 51,5 9 -18,2 -230 ns 191 5,5 

83 70 Gabbiani & Associati (o) 897 1.037 -13,5 nd 114 3,6 9 ns 60 -87,0 203 4,6 

84 - Bm Studio 894 961 -7,0 nd 66 -41,1 22 -75,8 nd nd 184 13,6 

85 66 Interplan Seconda 882 1.058 -16,6 nd 37 105,6 18 ns  nd 223 8,8 

86 - Gnosis Architettura (30) 865 595 45,4 nd 147 -4,5 42 -36,4 21 0,0 274 -11,3 

87 71 Studio Archemi (g) 863 956 -9,7 nd 12 ns 10 ns -1.001 -7,1 836 1,2 

88 21 Fima Engineering  861 3.062 -71,9 15,6 285 ns -9 52,6 576 -19,2 1 -83,3 

89 76 
Lazzarini Pickering 

Architetti 
815 882 -7,6 nd 87 3,6 50 -12,3 nd nd 90 -27,4 

90 87 Reconsult (o) (18) 805 714 12,7 nd 170 45,3 82 ns nd nd 505 19,1 



 

91 - Gruppo C14 792 1.056 -25,0 nd 117 116,7 62 ns 82 -43,1 197 45,9 

92 91 
Lenzi Consultant (o) (18) 

(31) 
770 683 12,7 nd 65 124,1 2 ns 459 -15,8 361 0,6 

93 99 No Gap Progetti 767 629 21,9 nd 41 95,2 13 ns -431 ns 142 10,1 

94 - Gruppo Thema Progetti 764 868 -12,0 nd 96 ns 1 83,3 521 129,5 89 1,1 

95 - L + Partners 744 766 -2,9 - 34 -2,9 3 50,0 -82 ns 17 21,4 

96 - Peia Associati  738 445 65,8 nd 59 -41,6 8 -69,2 212 23,3 476 1,7 

97 80 Archos 728 840 -13,3 nd 45 -84,0 4 -97,5 nd nd 566 -20,5 

98 83 Novembre 699 810 -13,7 nd -38 ns -74 ns 351 -16,6 22 -77,1 

99 93 Ra Consulting (o) 690 667 3,4 nd 18 ns 1 -75,0 1.277 -5,8 171 0,0 

10
0 

- Masterplanstudio 685 443 54,6 nd 42 44,8 5 ns nd nd 34 17,2 

Totale 223.773 214.750 4,2 16,7 26.695 10,4 11.937 14,4 -600 84,1 64.182 9,5 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets                  ns = not significant           na = not available 

(a) Associated with the Lega delle Cooperative; (l) in liquidation; (o) associated with Oice; (g) balance closed on 30th June 2014; (s) 
balance closed on 30th September 2014; (1) the french company Rpbw Paris had 30.8 million of 2014 revenues; (2) in April 2012 
splitted into two firms (16,8 million of combined revenues); (3) founders: Leonardo Cavalli and Giulio De Carli; (4) linked to 
Agriconsulting that has a 41.7% share, its controlled company Hydea Beijing revenues were about 800 thousands of Euro in 2013; 
(5) controls 100% of Degw Italia, merged in July 2015; (6) Massimo Roj Architects, has branches in Istanbul, Pechino e Tianjin 
(chinese branch output was about 2.1 million in 2013); (7) founders: Maria Paola Pontarollo and Marcello Cerea, with Ariatta, J&A 
and Redesco arranges consortium Maestrale; (8) revenues of Fuksas Architecture and Massimiliano e Doriana Fuksas Design 
together are about 6,4 million; (9) revenues of Lissoni Architettura and Lissoni Associati together are about 5.7 million; (10) 
founders: Francesco Fresa, German Fuenmayor, Gino Garbellini and Monica Tricario; (11) revenues of Libeskind Design and 
Libeskind Architettura (former City Life) together are about 4 million; (12) founder: Massimo Giuliani; (13) president:  Stefano 
Matteoni; (14) founders: Andreas Kipar and Giovanni Sala; (15) Cooperativa Architetti e Ingegneri Progettazione; (16) founders: 
Alfonso Femia and Gianluca Peluffo; (17) founder: Edith Forte; (18) Ciao Group, arranged by Studio Amati, Lenzi Consultant, Polis 
and Reconsult, is no more active; (19) added revenues of Iosa Ghini Associati and Igiemme are about 2 million; (20) founders: 
Antonio Andreucci, Romano Del Nord and Paolo Felli; (21) founders: Federico Barbero, Nicola Di Troia and Marco Splendore; (22) 
president: Alberto Dal Lago, Ceo: Franco Cislaghi; (23) president: Fiorenzo Boria; (24) president: Cesare Taddia; (25) founders: Laura 
Andreini, Marco Casamonti and Giovanni Polazzi; (26) founder: Alberto Torsello; (27) founders: Maria L. Arlotti, Michele Beccu, 
Paolo Desideri and Filippo Raimondi; (28) founders: Michele Molè and Susanna Tradati; (29) company and private practice 
combined revenues are about 2.3 million; (30) Pica Ciamarra Associati, Gnosis Architettura, Interprogetti, Progetto Verde, Studio 
Carrara International, Itaca, Incoset, Bc and Alphatec arrange consortium Thp; (31) Ceo: Braccio Oddi Baglioni. 
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Società 
Produzione 

2014 
2013 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Ebitda 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

Risultato 
netto 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

DFNL * 
2014 

Var 
% 

'14/1
3 

Patrimon
io netto 

2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

1 1 
Consorzio Venezia Nuova 

(1) 
356.233 595.567 -40,2 9.841 -20,2 -28.708 ns 489.064 10,3 -28.434 ns 

2 4 
Metropolitana Milanese (c) 

(2) 
267.460 231.519 15,5 39.866 39,3 8.826 51,1 99.597 6,5 57.277 18,2 

3 3 Sogin (c) (3) 215.083 386.806 -44,4 23.080 68,7 4.967 ns -168.389 1,8 52.617 7,2 

4 5 Grandi Stazioni (c) (4) 209.893 205.774 2,0 35.319 -21,6 19.591 96,9 164.273 -5,8 153.372 5,6 

5 6 
Infrastrutture Lombarde 

(5) 
155.595 197.307 -21,1 537 ns 276 ns -54.549 14,4 8.491 2,6 

6 7 Italferr (o) (6) 153.055 137.889 11,0 14.479 1,7 3.802 5,1 -11.409 ns 45.859 -4,7 

7 2 Roma Metropolitane (7) 152.596 389.301 -60,8 -2.644 ns -2.049 ns -214.161 56,8 8.038 -20,3 

8 10 Expo 2015 (8) 130.498 67.135 94,4 -5.522 ns -45.262 ns -348.837 -0,3 46.784 -23,3 

9 8 Metropolitana di Napoli (9) 106.928 92.448 15,7 -852 51,3 1.688 41,1 112.887 32,6 30.474 -5,2 

10 9 Centostazioni (10) 79.893 81.803 -2,3 17.635 -1,0 8.364 -8,5 22.160 13,5 34.705 6,9 

11 12 Risorse per Roma (11) 40.384 45.205 -10,7 2.495 -54,5 -937 ns 9.939 -24,1 2.585 -26,6 

12 14 Insula (12) 21.482 19.074 12,6 258 2,8 71 61,4 23.616 -14,3 4.630 1,6 

13 13 Sogesid (13) 20.912 23.761 -12,0 -3.649 ns 154 -74,5 -49.407 0,9 57.026 -0,7 

14 15 
Invitalia Attività Produttive 

(o) (14) 
20.743 17.406 19,2 1.241 ns 449 43,0 1.344 -72,1 11.116 4,2 

15 11 Eur (c) (15) 20.409 50.679 -59,7 -9.836 -141,3 -76.163 ns 172.401 -11,3 624.973 -11,2 

16 17 Scr - Piemonte (16) 16.763 8.084 107,4 11.882 ns 67 19,6 231.526 7,4 1.703 4,1 

17 - 
Galleria di Base del 
Brennero - Bbt (17) 

14.766 11.693 26,3 808 ns 0 ns -42.450 -25,6 393.214 34,1 

18 18 Astral (18) 12.339 5.297 132,9 761 ns 261 ns -31.231 ns 1.494 21,2 

19 16 Area Stazione - Stu (19) 5.733 12.118 -52,7 339 0,9 -282 44,9 53.233 0,7 213 -57,0 

20 19 Nord_Ing (20) 4.162 4.114 1,2 59 0,0 10 ns -1 0,0 205 5,1 

21 - 
Sviluppo Sistema Fiera (o) 

(l) (21)  
3.094 578 ns -54 -1,9 14 -73,1 -127 -4,1 1.497 -62,4 

22 21 
Ferrotramviaria 
Engineering (22) 

2.960 2.843 4,1 501 7,5 164 11,6 1.061 ns 1.810 1,2 

23 20 Nuova via Trento (23) 1.844 3.744 -50,7 93 -89,2 -337 ns 6.582 -0,8 5.205 -6,1 

24 - Authority - Stu (l) (24) 950 1.555 -38,9 -400 81,9 -685 76,9 42.176 nd 4.725 ns 

25 - 
Iuav Studi & Progetti (l) 

(25) 
418 1.199 -65,1 -405 -86,6 -501 34,0 97 ns -732 ns 

Totale 2.014.193 2.592.768 -22,3 135.832 -15,6 -106.220 ns 509.395 ns 1.518.847 -0,2 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets                  ns = not significant           na = not available  

(c) consolidated data; (l) in liquidation; (o) associated with Oice; (1) has the concession from Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei 
Trasporti - Magistrato alle Acque di Venezia for the realisation of defense works about Venice and the “laguna”. The contractors are 
the partners of this consortium; (2) controlled by Comune di Milano, consolidates Metro Engineering and Napoli Metro 
Engineering; (3) firm responsible of decommissioning italian nuclear plants, controlled by Ministero dell’Economia e delle Finanze; 
(4) owned by Ferrovie dello Stato and EuroStazioni, consolidates Grandi Stazioni Ingegneria; (5) controlled by Regione Lombardia; 
(6) Ferrovie dello Stato group; (7) controlled by Comune di Roma; (8) owned by Ministero dell’Economia e delle Finanze, Regione 
Lombardia, Comune di Milano, provincia di Milano and Camera di Commercio di Milano; (9) the contractors involved in works are 
the partners; (10) controlled by Ferrovie dello Stato, Save – Aeroporto Marco Polo di Venezia, Banco Popolare, Manutencoop and 
Pulitori e Affini; (11) owned by Roma Capitale; (12) owned by Comune di Venezia, Veritas and Regione Veneto; (13) in house 
company of Ministero dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio e del Mare and del Ministero delle Infrastrutture; (14) born from 
the merger of Invitalia Reti and Sviluppo Italia Aree Produttive; (15) owned by Ministero dell’Economia e delle Finanze and Comune 
di Roma; (16) owned by Regione Piemonte; (17) company owned by Italy and Austria. The italian share is owned by Tfb - Tunnel 
Ferroviario del Brennero Holding (Rfi 85.5%, Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano and Provincia Autonoma di Trento both 6.3%, Provincia 
di Verona 2%; (18) owned by Regione Lazio; (19) Stt Holding group, owned by Comune di Parma; (20) Fnm group; (21) owned by 
Ente Autonomo Fiera Internazionale di Milano; (22) owned by Ferrotramviaria Ferrovie del Nord Barese; (23) owned by Comune di 
Macerata; (24) owned by Comune di Parma; (25) owned by Università Iuav di Venezia and Università degli Studi di Verona. 



 

 

 



 

The Top 5 Project Validation and Technical Control Firms 
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Var 
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Equity 
2014 

Var % 
'14/13 

1 
Italsocotec 

(1) 
3.324 36,2 2.680 51,4 644 -3,9 4.766 21,0 312 -11,9 77 -7,2 465 -32,8 1.180 6,9 

2 
Rina Check 

(2) 
3.069 -6,2 2.399 -9,7 670 9,3 3.528 3,6 848 15,7 437 25,9 -259 Ns 1.074 9,1 

3 
Conteco 
Check (3) 

2.838 -1,3 2.046 17,5 792 -30,0 3.363 6,0 166 76,6 15 Ns 909 -9,6 648 2,4 

4 
Inarcheck 

(4) 
753 Ns 634 Ns 119 Ns 1.009 77,0 -139 62,8 -154 57,0 1.495 Nd 823 -47,8 

5 
No Gap 

Controls (5) 
644 -20,3 594 -20,8 50 -13,8 644 -23,5 24 -27,3 6 20,0 222 20,7 67 9,8 

TOTAL 10.628 10,0  8.353 16,9 2.275 -9,5 13.310 11,5 1.211 44,2 381 ns 2.832 55,1 3.792 -13,0 

Source: Guamari based on balance sheets and firms’ data                 ns = not significant            

(1) Socotec group; (2) Rina group; (3) former Conteco; (4) owned by Cassa Italiana di Previdenza ed Assistenza dei Geometri Liberi 

Professionisti, Banca Popolare di Sondrio, Cassa Nazionale di Previdenza e Assistenza degli Ingegneri e Architetti Liberi 

Professionisti, Groma, Dei Tipografia del Genio Civile, UnipolSai Finance, Aler Milano; (5) born in 1999 as indipendent branch of the 

engineering firm No Gap Progetti. 
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ADDRESSES 

 

 

 

Public procurement engineering firms 
 

Area Stazione Piazza Meuccio Ruini, 29/a - 43126 Parma – 0521 1680111 - info@stuareastazione.it 

Astral Via del Pescaccio, 96/98 - 00166 Roma - 06 51687516 - protocolloastral@pec.astralspa.it 

Authority Stu Viale Giovanni Falcone, 30/a - 43121 Parma - 0521 1680113 – authority@gigapec.it 

Bbt - Galleria di Base del Brennero Piazza Stazione, 1 - 39100 Bolzano - 0471 06220 - 

 simon.lochmann@bbt-se.com 

Centostazioni Via Bartolomeo Eustachio, 8 - 00161 Roma - 02 440711 - info@centostazioni.it  

Consorzio Venezia Nuova Arsenale Nord, Castello, 2737/F - 30124 Venezia- 041 5293511 - 

 info@consorziovenezianuova.com 

Eur Largo Virgilio Testa, 23 - 00144 Roma - 06 54251 - info@romaeur.it 

Expo 2015 Via Rovello, 2 - 20121 Milano – 02 89459400 – ufficiostampa@expo2015.org 

Ferrotramviaria Engineering Via Napoli, 161 – 70123 Bari – 080 5209211 – ft-engineering@libero.it  

Grandi Stazioni Via Giuseppe Giolitti, 34 - 00185 Roma - 06 478411 - info@grandistazioni.it 

Infrastrutture Lombarde Via Pola, 12/14 - 20124 Milano – 02 67971711 - info@ilspa.it 

Insula Piazzale Roma, Santa Croce 489 - 30135 Venezia - 041 2724354  - info@insula.it 

Invitalia Attività Produttive Via Calabria, 46 - 00187 Roma -  06 421601 - info@invitalia.it 

Italferr  Via V.G. Galati, 71 - 00155 Roma - 06 49751 - italferr@italferr.it  

Iuav Studi & Progetti Dorsoduro 3900 - 30123 Venezia - 041 5237860 - info@iuavprogetti.it 

Metropolitana di Napoli Via Galileo Ferraris, 101 - 80142 Napoli - 081 2272111 – 

 info@metropolitanadinapoli.it  

Metropolitana Milanese Via del Vecchio Politecnico, 8 - 20121 Milano - 02 77471 - info@mmspa.eu 

Nord_Ing Piazzale Luigi Cadorna, 14 – 20123 Milano - 02 85111 - info@ferrovienord.it 

Nuova via Trento Via Giosuè Carducci, 67 - 62100 Macerata - 0733 291691 - nvtspa@katamail.com 

Risorse per Roma Piazzale degli Archivi, 34/36 - 00144 Roma - 06 83199100 - staff.dg@rpr-spa.it 

Roma Metropolitane Via Tuscolana 171/173 - 00182 Roma - 06 454640100 - 

 informazioni@romametropolitane.it 

Scr – Piemonte Corso Marconi, 10 - 10125 Torino - 011 6548311 - info@scr.piemonte.it 

Sogesid Via Calabria, 35 - 00187 Roma - 06 420821 - info@sogesid.it 

Sogin Via Marsala, 51/C - 00185 Roma - 06 830401 - info@sogin.it 

Sviluppo Sistema Fiera – Km. 15 Via Sempione - 20017 Rho (MI) - 02 931871 

  

 

Engineering firms 
 

3Ti Progetti Italia Via del Fornetto, 85 - 00149 Roma - 06 55301518 - info@3tiprogetti.it 

Acquatecno Via Ajaccio, 14 - 00198 Roma - 06 44702081 - info@acquatecno.it 

Adr Engineering Via Lago di Traiano,  100 - 00054 Roma - 06 65956711 - adre@adr.it 

Aecom Italy Via Francesco Ferrucci, 17/A - 20145 Milano - 02 3180771 - ensritalia@aecom.com 

Agriconsulting Via Vitorchiano, 123 - 00189 Roma - 06 330881 - agriconsulting@agriconsulting.it 

Agrotec Lungotevere Michelangelo, 9 - 00192 Roma - 06 3609381 - info@agrotec-spa.net 

Aic Progetti Via della Camilluccia, 589/C - 00135 Roma - 06 36301501 - aicprogetti@aicprogetti.it 

Aicom Via Fra’ Giovanni Angelico, 58 - 50121 Firenze - 055 9198030 - aicom.valdarno@aicom.it 

Alpina Via Ripamonti, 2 - 20136 Milano - 02 58305010 - info@alpina-spa.it 

Ambiente Via Frassina, 21 - 54031 Nazzano - Carrara – 0585 855624 - home@ambientesc.it 

Anas International Enterprise Via Giolitti, 2 - 00185 Roma - 06 722911 – 

 anas.intent@postacert.stradeanas.it 

Arcoengineering Piazza Missori, 2 - 20122 Milano - 02 8800951 – reengineering@pec.it 

Ariatta Ingegneria dei Sistemi  Via Elba, 12 - 20144 Milano - 02 4990271 - ariatta@ariatta.it 

Artelia Italia Piazza Guglielmo Marconi, 25 - 00144 Roma - 06 5919330 - contact@it.arteliagroup.com 

Arup Italia Corso Italia, 1 - 20122 Milano - 02 85979301 - milan@arup.com  

mailto:info@stuareastazione.it
mailto:protocolloastral@pec.astralspa.it
mailto:simon.lochmann@bbt-se.com
mailto:nvtspa@katamail.com
mailto:informazioni@romametropolitane.it
mailto:info@sogin.it
mailto:aicprogetti@aicprogetti.it


 

 
 

 

 



 

Ativa Engineering Strada della Cebrosa, 86/a – 10156 Torino – 011 3814100 – brizio@ativaeng.it 

Beta Progetti Via Palazzo dei Diavoli 2/R - 50142 Firenze - 055 719441 - info@betaprogetti.it 

Bms Progetti Via Milazzo, 10 - 20121 Milano - 02 29003531 - bmsprogetti@bmsprogetti.it 

Bonifica/Holding di Ingegneria Via Antonio Salandra, 18 - 00187 Roma - 06 415391 - info@bonifica.it 

Ceas Viale Giustiniano, 10 – 20125 Milano – 02 2020221 – ceas@finzi-ceas.it 

Cilento Ingegneria Via Barnaba Oriani, 20 - 00197 Roma - 06 85305463 - segreteria@cilento-ingegneria.it 

Cooprogetti Via della Piaggiola, 152 - 06024 Gubbio (PG) - 075 923011 - staff@cooprogetti.it 

D'Appolonia Via San Nazaro, 19 - 16145 Genova - 010 3628148 - info@dappolonia.it  

Dba Group Viale Felissent, 20/d - 31020 Villorba (TV) - 0422 318811- info@dbagroup.it 

Deerns Italia Via Guglielmo Silva, 36 - 20149 Milano - 02 36167888 - milano@deerns.com 

Ec Harris Italia (oggi Arcadis) Via Alberico Albricci, 9 - 20122 Milano - 02 7273001 - 

 buildings@arcadis.it 

eFM Via Giorgione, 59 - 00147 Roma - 06 5400064 - marketing@efmnet.com 

Elc - Electroconsult Via Marostica, 1 - 20146 Milano - 02 49538450 - info@elc-electroconsult.com 

Enereco Via Divisione Carpazi, 14 - 61032 Fano (PU) - 0721 8741 - enereco@enereco.com  

Enerplan Via Donati, 41 - 41012 Carpi (MO) - 059 6321011 - enerplan@enerplan.it 

Enser Via Alfredo Baccarini, 29 - 48018 Faenza (RA) - 0546 663423 - enser@enser.it 

Erm Italia Via San Gregorio, 38 - 20124 Milano - 02 674401 - info.italy@erm.com 

Erre.Vi.A. Viale Cristoforo Colombo, 23 - 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio (MI) - 02 48400557 - 

 segreteria@errevia.com 

Esa Engineering Via Giuseppe Mercalli, 10/6 - 50019 Sesto Fiorentino (FI) - 055 373949 -  

 info@esa-engineering.it 

Ets Via Mazzi, 32 – 24018 Villa d’Almè (BG) – 035 6313111 – info@etseng.it 

Ets - Engineering Technical Services Via per Novara, 112 - 28062 Cameri (NO) - 0321 641711- 

 info@etsspa.it  

F&M Ingegneria Via Belvedere, 8/10 - 30035 Mirano (VE) - 041 5785711 - fm@fm-ingegneria.com 

Geodata Corso Duca degli Abruzzi,  48/e - 10129 Torino - 011 5810611 - geodata@geodata.it 

Golder Associates Via Antonio Banfo, 43 - 10155 Torino - 011 234 4211 - uber_maselli@golder.it 

Gpa Ingegneria Via G. da San Giovanni, 87 – 52027 San Giovanni Valdarno (AR) - 055 9139124 - 

 gpasgv@gpaingegneria.it 

Hydrodata Via Giuseppe Pomba, 23 - 10123 Torino - 0115592811 - hydrodata@hydrodata.it 

Idest Corso San Maurizio, 81 – 10124 Torino – 011 8395818 - info@idest.it 

Infraengineering Viale Abruzzo 410 – 66013 Chieti - 0871 58741 - info@totospa.it 

Ingegneria Spm Viale Stelvio, 66 - 20159 Milano - 02 20240426 - milano@spmconsulting.it 

Ingenieurteam Bergmeister Via Isarco, 1 - 39040 Varna (BZ) - 0472 979000 - info@bergmeister.it 

Intertecno Viale Marche, 13 - 20125 Milano - 02 607901 - intertecno.mi@intertecno.it  

Ird Engineering Via Michele Mercati, 51 - 00197 Roma - 06 97611271 - irdeng@irdeng.com 

Italconsult Via di Villa Ricotti, 20 - 00161 Roma - 06 4417321 - italconsult@italconsult.it  

J&A Consultants Via Ulrico Hoepli, 3/C - 20121 Milano - 02  86915041 - info@jacons.com 

Jacobs Italia Via Alessandro Volta, 16 - 20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) - 02 250981 - jacobsita@jacobs.com 

Lombardi Ingegneria Via Giotto, 36 - 20145 Milano -  02 58303324 - info@lombardi-ing.it 

Lotti Ingegneria Via del Fiume, 14 - 00186 Roma - 06 323971 - lotti@lottiassociati.com 

Manens–Tifs  Corso Stati Uniti, 56 - 35127 Padova – 049 8705110 - padova@manens-tifs.it 

Mb Progetti Via Firenze, 32 - 00184 Roma – 06 8842238- info@mbprogetti.it  

Montana Via Angelo Fumagalli, 6 - 20143 Milano - 02 54118173 - commerciale@montanambiente.com 

Mpartner Viale Sarca 336/F - 20126 Milano – 02 36564377 - mpartner@mpartner.it 

Musinet Engineering Corso Svizzera, 185 - 10149 Torino - 011 5712411 - info@musinet.it 

Mwh Centro Direzionale Milano 2 - Palazzo Canova - 20090 Segrate (MI) - 02 94757240 - 

 italia@mwhglobal.com  

Napoli Metro Engineering Corso Umberto I, 179 - 80138 Napoli - 081 7905901 - info@napolime.it 
Net Engineering International Via Squero, 12 - 35043 Monselice (PD) - 0429 787111 - info@netspa.com 

Nier Ingegneria Via Bonazzi, 2 - 40013 Castel Maggiore (BO) - 051 0391000 – segreteria@niering.it 

Politecnica Via Galileo Galilei, 220 - 41126 Modena - 059 356527 - polimo@politecnica.it 

Prisma Engineering Via XI Febbraio, 2/A - 35020 Saonara (PD) - 049 8798500 – 

 info@prismaengineering.it  

Pro Iter Via Giovanni Battista Sammartini, 5 - 20125 Milano - 02 6787911 - mail@proiter.it 

mailto:milano@deerns.com
http://www.elc-electroconsult.it/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=125&Itemid=59&lang=it
mailto:segreteria@errevia.com
mailto:info@etseng.it
mailto:info@etsspa.it
mailto:gpasgv@gpaingegneria.it
mailto:info@idest.it
mailto:info@totospa.it
mailto:info@bergmeister.it
mailto:jacobsita@jacobs.com
mailto:padova@manens-tifs.it
mailto:info@napolime.it
mailto:info@netspa.com
mailto:info@prismaengineering.it
mailto:mail@proiter.it


 

 
 

 

 



 

Proger Via Valadier, 42 - 00193 Roma - 06 448771 - proger@proger.it 

Progin Via Torino, 135 – 00184 Roma - 06 45479361 - roma@progin.it 

Ramboll Environ Via Mentore Maggini, 50 - 00143 Roma - 06 4521440 - acampioni@environcorp.com 

Rocksoil Piazza San Marco, 1 - 20121 Milano - 02 6554323 – rocksoil@tin.it  

Rpa Strada del Colle, 1/a - 06132 Loc. Fontana, Perugia - 075 51863 - rpapg@rpapg.it 

Save Engineering Viale Galileo Galilei 30/1, 30173 Tessera Venezia - 041 2606111 -

 saveeng@veniceairport.it 

Sce Project Viale Sarca, 336/f - 20126 Milano - 02 70006530 - sce@sceproject.it 

Sgi Studio Galli Ingegneria Via della Provvidenza - 35030 Sarmeola di Rubano (PD) - 049 8976844 

 info@sgi-spa.it 

Sics Ingegneria Via Giovanni Battista Martini, 2 - 00198 Roma / Via Umbria, 144 - 74121 Taranto -  

 099 331026 - progettazione@sics-srl.it 

Sina Via Federico Casati, 1/a - 20124 Milano - 02 2771191 - sina@sina.co.it  

Sineco Via Federico Casati, 1/a - 20124 Milano - 02 2771191 - sineco@sineco.co.it 

Sintagma Via Roberta, 1 - 06079 San Martino in Campo (PG) – 075 609071 -  

 sintagma@sintagma-ingegneria.it 

Sintel Engineering Via Monte Giberto, 103 - 00138 Roma – 06 88522777 (69) - sintel98@sintel98.191.it 

Sipal Via Invorio, 24/a - 10146 Torino - 011 7176321  - contact@sipal.it 

Softec Scali Luigi Bettarini, 15 - 57123 Livorno - 0586 881416 - info@softec-impianti.it 

Spea Engineering Via Gerolamo Vida, 11  - 20127 Milano - 02 280071 - info@spea.autostrade.it 

Steam Via Venezia, 59/15 C - 35131 Padova - 049 8691111 - info@steam.it 

Sti Engineering Via Rodeano, 48 - 33038 San Daniele del Friuli (UD) - 0432 941303 -   

 mail@sti-engineering.it 

Studio Altieri Via Colleoni, 56/58 – 36016 Thiene (VI) – 0445 375300 – info@studioaltieri.it 

Studio Geotecnico Italiano Via Ripamonti, 89 - 20141 Milano - 02 5220141 - info@studiogeotecnico.it  

Studio Ing. G. Pietrangeli Via Cicerone, 28 - 00193 Roma - 06 3210880 - info@pietrangeli.it 

Sws Engineering Via della Stazione, 27 - Fraz. Mattarello - 38123 Trento - 0461 979000 - info@sws.it 

Systra-Sotecni Via Salaria, 1317/m -  00138 Roma - 06 886941 - info@systrasotecni.it 

Tauw Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 7 - 20133 Milano - 02 2662611 - info@tauw.it 

Team Engineering Via Casimiro Manassei, 38 - 00151 Roma - 06 5343520/588 - teameng@teamgroup.it 

Technital Via Cassano d’Adda, 27/1 - 20139 Milano - 02 5357131 - technital.milano@technital.it 

Tecnic Via Panama, 86/a – 00198 Roma – 06 85355088 – tecnic@tecnic-spa.it 

Tecno Habitat Via Natale Battaglia, 22 - 20127 Milano - 02 26148322 - thmi@tecnohabitat.com 

Tecnomare Via Antonio Pacinotti, 4 - 30175 Venezia Marghera (VE) – 041 796711 - info@tecnomare.it 

Tecnosistem Vico II San Nicola alla Dogana, 9 - 80133 Napoli - 081 5512292 - tecnos@tecnosistemspa.it 

Tecon Strada 1 Palazzo WTC, Milanofiori – 20090 Assago (MI) – 02 92882150 - tecon@teconsrl.it 

Thetis Castello 2737/F 30122 – Venezia - 041 2406111 - info@thetis.it 

Tre Esse Engineering Via Simone Elia, 13 - 24020 Torre Boldone (BG) - 02 6554323 -  

 amministrazione@treesseengineering.it 

Urs Italia Via Podgora, 16 - 20122 Milano – 010 3627002 - info@ursitalia.com 

Via Ingegneria Via Flaminia Vecchia, 999 – 00189 Roma – 06 3327441 – via@via.it 

 

 

Architecture (and design) firms 

 
5+1 AA Via Giorgio Interiano, 3 - 16124 Genova - 010 540095 - info@5piu1aa.com 

Abdr Architetti Associati Via delle Conce, 20 - 00154 Roma - 06 57250457 - info@abdr.it 

Aegis Cantarelli & Partners Via Rodi, 61 - 25124 Brescia - 030 2421566 - info@studioaegis.it 

Alberto Izzo & Partners Via Mergellina, 2 - 80122 Napoli - 081 7640609 - info@albertoizzo-partners.it  

Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel and Partners / Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel Interiors Via Cerva, 4 - 

 20122 Milano - 02 7638801 - info@antoniocitterioandpartners.it 

Archea Associati Lungarno Benvenuto Cellini, 13 - 50125 Firenze - 055 6580127 - staff@archea.it 

Archest Via Giustinian, 31 - 33057 Palmanova (UD) - 0432 935007 - info@archest.it 

Archirivolto Via Martiri della Libertà, 46 – 53034 Colle di Val d’Elsa (SI) – 0577 922701 – 

 info@archirivolto.it 

Architetto Michele De Lucchi  Via Varese, 15  - 20121 Milano - 02 6378681 - amdl@amdl.it 

mailto:roma@progin.it
mailto:acampioni@environcorp.com
mailto:sce@sceproject.it
mailto:sina@sina.co.it
http://www.systrasotecni.it/it/component/contact/12-contacts/1-systra-sotecni-systra-sotecni
mailto:info@tauw.it
mailto:teameng@teamgroup.it
mailto:technital.milano@technital.it
mailto:tecon@teconsrl.it
mailto:info@archest.it


 

Architettura dei Giardini e del Paesaggio Via Savona, 50 - 20144 Milano - 02 42290252 - posta@agep.it 

Archos Via Valle del Muto, 25 – 24021 Albino (BG) – 035 772499 – staff@archos.it 

Asa Albanese Contra’ Pusterla, 12 - 36100 Vicenza - 0444 996000 - info@studioalbanese.it 

Beretta Associati Via Tranquillo Cremona, 27 - 20145 Milano - 02 5819991 - info@berettaassociati.it  

Bm Studio Via Margutta 51/a - 00187 Roma - 06 80693125 - amministrazione@bmarchitettura.it 

Cairepro Via Meuccio Ruini, 6 -  42124 Reggio Emilia – 0522 1538501 - segreteria@cairepro.it 

Canali Associati Via Francesco Petrarca, 9 - 43100 Parma - 0521 289972 - posta@canaliassociati.it 

Carlo Ratti Associati Corso Quintino Sella, 26 – 10131 Torino - 011 19694270 - info@carloratti.com 

Chapman Taylor Architetti Via Pietrasanta, 14 - 20141 Milano - 02 89095077 - 

 milan@chapmantaylor.it 

Cino Zucchi Architetti Via Revere, 8 - 20123 Milano - 02 48016130 - studio@zucchiarchitetti.com 

Coima Image Via Fatebenefratelli, 9 - 20121 Milano -  02 29062683 - info@coima.it 

Coprat Via Corridoni, 56 - 46100 Mantova - 0376 368412 – info@coprat.it 

Cotefa Via Cefalonia, 70 - 25124 Brescia - 030 220692 - cotefa@cotefa.com 

Cremonesi Workshop Via Cefalonia,70 - 25124 Brescia - 030 221166 - info@crew.it 

Cspe Piazzale Donatello, 29 - 50132 Firenze - 055 5000701 - staff@cspe.net 

D2u - Design to Users Viale San Michele del Carso, 10 - 20144 Milano – 0243981021 – info@d2u.it 

Dante O. Benini &Partners Architects Via Achille Papa, 30 - 20149 Milano - 02 33611663 - 

 info@dantebeniniarchitects.com 

David Chipperfield Architects Via Vigevano, 8 - 20144 Milano - 02 83439150 - info@davidchipperfield.it 

Degw Italia Via Lombardini, 22 - 20143 Milano - 02 54101343 - aadamo@degw.it 

Destudio Via Liegi, 7/a - 00198 Roma - 06 85358090 - destudio@destudio.it 

Dlc Via Tiziano, 19 - 20145 Milano - 02 48007365 - dlc@dlc.it 

Dordoni Architetti Via Bramante, 29 - 20154 Milano - 02 34534096 - studio@dordoniarchitetti.it 

Fima Engineering Piazza Fratelli Rosselli, 11 - 60027 Osimo (AN) - 071 7230585 - info@fimastudio.it 

Fortebis Piazza della Libertà, 21 - 00192 Roma - 06 36003592 - info@fortebis.it 

Fuksas Architecture/Massimiliano e Doriana Fuksas Design Piazza del Monte di Pietà, 30 - 00186 Roma 

 - 06 68807871 - office@fuksas.com 

Gabbiani & Associati  Contra’ Sant'Ambrogio, 5 - 36100 Vicenza - 0444 323907 - 

 studio@gabbianieassociati.it 

Garretti Associati Via Trieste, 9 - 20146 Milano - 02 4306931 - info@garrettiassociati.it 

General Planning Via Vigoni, 8 - 20122 Milano - 02 5829821 - info@generalplanning.com 

Genius Loci Architettura Piazza Grandi, 24 - 20135 Milano - 02 7388808 - mailmi@geniusloci-arch.it 

Global Planning Associates Via San Martino, 11/C - 20122 Milano - 02 58326859 - info@globalplanning.it 

Gnosis Architettura Via Pietro Raimondi, 19 – 80141 Napoli – 081 5523312 – gnosis@gnosis.it 

Goring & Straja Studio Via Friuli, 65 - 20135 Milano  - 02 78622050 - info@gasstudio.it 

Gruppo C14 Via Morimondo, 26 – 20143 Milano - 02 48958494 - info@gruppoc14.com 

Gruppo Spa Piazzale delle Medaglie d’Oro, 46 - 00136 Roma - 06 4565171 - info@gruppospa.net 

Gruppo Thema Progetti Via Giolitti, 39 - 10123 Torino - 011 8124444 - gtp@gtp.it 

Hydea Via Rosso Fiorentino, 2/G - 50142 Firenze - 055 719491 - mail@hydea.it  

Interplan Seconda Via Luca De Penne, 1 - 80122 Napoli - 081 405 500 - info@interplan2.it 

Iosa Ghini Associati/Igiemme Via Castiglione, 6 - 40124 Bologna - 051 236563 - info@iosaghini.it 

L+Partners Via Alberto da Giussano, 21 - 20145 Milano - 02/45409970- mail@lpiu.it 

Land Milano Via Varese,16 - 20121 Milano - 02 8069111 - mail@landsrl.com 

Lazzarini Pickering Architetti Via delle Mantellate 15/A - 00165  Roma - 06 3210305 - 

 info@lazzarinipickering.com 

Lenzi Consultant Via Adda, 55 - 00198 Roma - 06 85302204 - info@lenzi.biz 

Leonardo Via S. Martino, 1 - 56125 Pisa - 050 931501- segreteria@leonardoprogetti.com 

Libeskind Architettura/Libeskind Design Via Spadari, 7/9 - 20123 Milano - 02 84502385 – 

 info@libeskind.it 

Lissoni Associati/Lissoni Architettura Via Goito, 9 - 20121 Milano - 02 6571926 - info@lissoniassociati.it 

Lombardini22  Via Lombardini, 22 - 20143 Milano - 02 36596200 - info@lombardini22.com  

Mario Cucinella Architects Via Flora, 6 - 40129 Bologna - 051 6313381 - mca@mcarchitects.it   
Masterplanstudio Via Aosta, 2 - 20155 Milano - 02 33106423 - info@masterplanstudio.it 

Matteo Thun &Partners Via Andrea Appiani, 9 - 20121 Milano - 02 6556911 - info@matteothun.com 

Nemesi & Partners Via Pietralata, 159/163 - 00158 Roma - 06 45439167 - info@nemesistudio.it 

mailto:%20segreteria@cairepro.it
mailto:info@carloratti.com
mailto:info@coima.it
mailto:cotefa@cotefa.com
mailto:info@crew.it
mailto:info@globalplanning.it
mailto:info@gruppoc14.com
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No Gap Progetti Via Rimini 10/b - 40128 Bologna – 051 325760 – segreteria@nogap-progetti.com 

Novembre Via Perugino, 26 - 20135 Milano - 02 504104 - info@novembre.it 

One Works Via Statuto, 11 - 20121 Milano - 02 6559131 - milano@one-works.com 

Open Project Via Zago, 2/2 - 40128 Bologna - 051 4150411 - sede@openproject.it 

Park Associati Via Garofalo 31 - 20133 Milano - 02798452 - info@parkassociati.com  

Peia Associati Via Giovanni Cadolini, 30 - 20137 Milano - 02 6598647 - info@peiaassociati.it 

Pica Ciamarra Associati Via Posillipo,176/10 - 80123 Napoli - 081 5752223 - office@pcaint.eu   

Pininfarina Extra Via Nazionale, 30 - 10020 Cambiano (TO) - 011 9457030 - info@pininfarinaextra.it 

Piuarch Via Palermo, 1 - 20121 Milano - 02 89096130 - studio@piuarch.it  

Polistudio Aes Via Tortona, 10 - 47838 Riccione (RN) - 0541 485300 - info@polistudio.net 

Presint Engineering Via Linneo, 2 - 00197 Roma - 06 3700633 - info@presint.it 

ProArch Bcd Via Pacinotti, 81 - 00146 Roma - 06 44292280 - studio@proarch-bcd.it 

Progettisti Associati Tecnarc  Via Lampedusa, 13 - 20141 Milano - 02 45490600 - 

 direzione@progettisti-associati.it 

Progetto Cmr Corso Italia, 68 - 20122 Milano - 02 5849091 - pcmr@progettocmr.com  

Ra Consulting Via Santa Luisa de Marillac, 15 – 80122 Napoli - 081 7644128 -  info@raconsulting.it 

Reconsult Via Monte Savello, 30 - 00186 Roma - 06 6875372 – info@reconsultspa.it 

Renzo Piano Building Workshop Via Rubens, 29 - 16158 Genova - 010 61711 - italy@rpbw.com 

Rossiprodi Associati Via Guglielmo Marconi, 29 - 50131 Firenze - 055 583759 - info@rossiprodi.it 

Rsg Via Balzaretti, 36 - 20133 Milano - 02 70632116 - rsg@rsgmi.com 

Sering Via Brodolini, 29 - 20862 Concorezzo (MB) - 039 6886381 - sering@seringsrl.it 

Sgs Architetti Via Nullo, 14 - 20129 Milano - 02 71040278 - info@sgsassociati.it 

Silvano Buzzi & Associati Via Bellini, 7/9 - 25077 Roè Volciano (BS) - 0365 59581 - 

 info@buzziassociati.it 

Simone Micheli Architectural Hero Via Aretina, 197/r-199/r-201/r - 50136 Firenze - 055 691216 - 

 simone@simonemicheli.com 

Sistema Duemila Partners Via Fabio Filzi, 27 - 20124 Milano - 02 6070862 - segreteria@sdpartners.it 

Starching Ripa di Porta Ticinese, 75 - 20143 Milano - 02 87283000 - mailbox@starching.it 

Stefano Boeri Architetti Via Donizetti, 4 - 201122 Milano - 02 55014101-    

 studio@stefanoboeriarchitetti.net 

Studio Amati Viale Bruno Buozzi, 77 - 00197 Roma - 06 3223905 - mail@studioamati.it 

Studio Archemi Via Cappuccini, 16 - 20122 Milano - 02 76023732 - mailbox@studioarchemi.it  

Studio Baciocchi Strada B, 24 Loc. San Zeno - 52100 Arezzo - 0575 94901 - studio.baciocchi@baciocchi.it  

Studio Marco Piva Via Maiocchi, 9 – 20129 Milano - 02 29400814 - info@studiomarcopiva.com 

Studio Muzi & Associati Via di Monserrato, 25 - 00186 Roma - 06 6867697 - studiomuzi@studiomuzi.it 

Studio Urquiola Via Bartolomeo Eustachi, 45 - 20129 Milano - 02 36768401 - info@patriciaurquiola.com 

Studio Valle Progettazioni Circonvallazione Clodia, 76/a - 00195 Roma - 06 3759671 - 

 valle@studiovalle.com 

T.A. Via Cappelletto, 4/a - 30172 Venezia Mestre - 041 5491711 - info@taarchitettura.com 

Tekne Via Martignoni, 25 - 20124 Milano - 02 69971 – info@teknespa.it 

Urb.A.M. Viale Achille Papa, 30 - 20149 Milano - 02 36581300 - urbam@urbam.it 

Vudafieri Saverino Partners Viale Lombardia, 66 - 20131 Milano - 02 97383900 - 

 info@vudafierisaverino.it 

Wip Architetti Via Emilia, 22 - 20097 San Donato Milanese (MI) - 02 55604011 - info@wiparchitetti.com 

 

 

Validation and technical control firms 

 
Conteco Check Via Jacopo Sansovino, 4 - 20133 Milano - 02 70601904 - conteco@conteco.it 

Inarcheck Via Ciro Menotti, 11  - 20129 Milano - 02-45476779 - info@inarcheck.it 

Italsocotec Piazza Stia, 8 - 00138 Roma - 06 881791 - italsocotec@italsocotec.it 

No Gap Controls Via Corazza, 3/A - 40128 Bologna - 051 6388324 - info@nogap-controls.com 

Rina Check Via Corsica, 12 - 16128 Genova - 010 5385657 - info@rinacheck.com 
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For further information and additional data please contact: 

Mrs. Marina Ezzevalli 
Guamari srl 
Piazza Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, 2 - 20144 Milano 
Tel: +39 02 43912735                                                                            
Fax:+39 02 436665 
yaxmo@tin.it 
www.guamari.it 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L’edizione 2016 del Report on the Italian Architecture and Engineering Industry sarà 

predisposta a partire dal mese aprile. 
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